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Assistant Features Editor

The plt:dging rights and mem ber activities of the Knights of
Columbus fraternity have been
temporarily suspe nd ed as the
Knights wait to al'l"'ar before the
Universit y Hearing Board on
cha rges that theywereinvolved in
a hazing incident resulting in the
hospitalization of a pledge who
suffered from alcohol poisoning.
"My understanding is that the
Knights of Columbus have been
charged by the university With
violating the university's guidelines for pledging," said Rev. Richard P. Salmi, SJ., vice president of
student affairs. "The Dean of Students Uoe Farrell] has called for a
hearing in the near future."
The john Carroll University
Student Handbook states that hazing activities are not consistent
with the school's educational process, and should be prohibited.
Hazin~ is defined in the handbook as "doinganyact or coercing
another, including the victim, to
do any act of initiation unto any
Student Of other organization that
causes or creates a substantial risk
or causing mental or physical
harm to any person."
Several members of the fraternity refused to discuss the charges
regarding the incident. "There is a
hearing. and the incident that we
are charged with will be addressed," Grand Knight Dave
Ptasznik said. "Only pledging activities have been suspended, our
charter has not. The Knights are

not inactive by any means."
Ptasznik confirmed that a
pledge was taken to the hospital
as a result of a March 16 fraternity
event. "Unfortunately this one incident may discredit us as a serviceorganization," he said. "I hope
it doesn't overshadow the good
we've done."
"The university's policy with
regards to pledge activities and
hazing were made clear to th e
presidents of all fraternities and
sorori ti es earlier this semester,"
Salmi said. "The university is required by state law to prohibit
hazing of any kind and to take
disciplinary action whenever incidentsof hazings a rediscovered."
The University Hearing Board,
which will hear the case on April
9, has the authority to expel or
suspend students for participation
in hazing. Also, they may suspend
or revoke the charter of the
Knights. With proper cause, the
verdict may be appealed to the
University Appeals Board.
A similar incident occurred in
October with the fraternityof Iota
Phi Theta. A pledge activity resulted in a freshman being taken
to the hospital for a head injury.
The University Hearing Board
found the fraternity not guilty.
The hazing and pledging policies in the student handbook are
currently under review by Lisa
Heckman and the presidents of
JCU's fraternities and sororities.
Policit~s from other colleges and
universities are being considered
in the group's discussions.

Debate appears at Nationals
Tearn of two makes repeat appearance at NOT
Paul Palumbo
Staff Reporter

For the second year in a row,
the john Carroll debate team has
qualified for the National Debate
Tournament (NOT) which will
take place this year at Wake Forest University in North Carolina.
This year makes the fifth year
that JCU will be represented at
the NOT, now in its 50th year. The
two person team that qualified is
jeff Becherer, sophomore, and
Manny Teitelbaum, junior. They
will be debating the resolution,
"The United States Government
should substantially increase its
secumy assistance toone or more
of the following , Egypt, Israel,
Synaand the Palestinian National
Authority."
Becherer credtts the success of
the tc:am to head coach , Brent
Brossman. "A lot of our success
comes from Brent." Becherer said.
"He is a very patient and knowledgeable coach "
Brossman has been involved
with debate for the past 20 years,
he: said. He has been coaching for
11 years and the last three years
have been atjCU Brossman said
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that the team's success can be attributed to several things.
"We set our goals high," he said.
"We want to be at the National
Debate Tournament. Also, we have
a talented team that has great
teamwork and works well together.
They are focused and coachable,
which are the two needed variables for success."
Teitelbaum said that through
hard work from all of the team
members and Brossman's diligent
research and excellent coaching,
the team has met with success.
This is the second time that
Becherer and Teitelbaum have
qualified for nationals, but they
had different partners last year.
Becherer is a former high school
state champion in debate. He is
the on! y person of the eight member team to have debate experience in high school, he said.
Teitelbaum joined the team his
freshman year without previous
experience. However, through
much work and dedication ,
Teitelbaum and Becherer have
been quite competitive and supportive of each other, Brossman
see DEBATE, page 3
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Duncan awarded scholarship
Senior earns full ride to U of Cincinnati's College of Medicine
Jeoolfer
Rowland

Duncan'ssummerworkcontinuedeven in college, she said. In the
summers of 1994 and 1995 she
worked as a cancer researcher at
Case Western Reserve University.
As a biology and c hemistry
double maJOr, ume management
is challenging, she said.
"The ttme commitmem is very
hard, but do-able, " Duncan said
In addition to her work as a teaching assistant to Fauh Whitworth
in the chemistry department,
Duncan tsamemberofthechemisrry sorority Iota Sigma Phi. She
is also a member of the Amencan
Chemical Society
But life is not all work and no
play for Duncan, either, she said.
Along with her past invol vemem
with the Black United Students
Association, her artistic side reveals her love for singing. attending musicals, writmg poetry and
drawing.
"\ \er de\t hd ul sen~e or humor

Staff Reporter

Senior
Yolanda Duncan
has worked her
whole life to get
into medical
school.
She
wants medical
school,
and
medical school
wants her-to
the tune of a fouryear, full ride
merit scholarship.
The University
of
Cincinnati'sCollege of Medicine
Scholarship is
awarded to those
students who
"have demonstrated outstanding academic
achievement,
possessexcellent
persona 1
at- Senior Yolanda
tributes, and to her father.
have the potential to contribute to
the field of medicine," stated the
scholarship award letter she received.
"It's a rare, rare case that someone receives a full ride scholarship [to medical school)," Nick
Baumgartner, dean of Arts and
Sciences said. "Yolanda is an outstanding student. I knew she had
potential from the very beginning." Baumgartner taught
Duncan in the fall of 1992 when
she was a student in his general
chemistry course, he said.
Duncan said her dream to become a doctor began at age six.
Herparentshavehadasignificam

makes hersuc:haJoyrobearoutJd-

...,,s..,.,..
Duncan attributes her success
influence in her dream, she said.
Duncan said her father, a biology
professor for 18 years, was a driving force in her studies.
"To my dad, education is everY"
thing," Duncan said.
Even during the summers of
her grade school years, Duncan
said her father held study sessions
with her every day before going to
play.
"At the time, I resented having
to study while my friends got to
play," she said. "But looking back,
I'm really glad he did it because it
instilled self -discipline and
helped me to prioritize what's important."

she'sa well-rounded person." said
Valerie Flechtner, assoc iate professor of biology and Duncan's
academic advisor.
Having been accepted at five
different medical schools, Duncan
decided on the University of Cincinnati for other reasons in addition to the scholarship award, she
said.
"The University of Cincinnati
is one of ten places in the nation
that specializes in Sickle Cell Anemia research, and I'm very interested in doing research that is so
important among the African
American community," Duncan
said.
Duncan's advice for pre-med
students is to attend the pre-med
meetings conducted by Dr. john
see DUNCAN, page 3

irl" returns to Carroll

Anne E. DeChant, fonnerly of Odd Girl OUt, performed a free show in the Wolf-n-Pot last Thursday.
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Taking a stand against social injustice
Cherie Skoczen
Assistant News Editor
Take a Stand Day has been designed to umte the JCU community in an effort to stand up for
soc ial injustice, said Elmer
Thames,assistant professor of psychology.
"Throughout the years, students tell me about things someone has said to them that went
against their own values, and they
didn't do anything about it,"
Thames said. "I wanted to design
an event that would encourage
students to stand up and voice
their opinions when they see
things going on around them that
they don't agree with. The idea is
that thew hole cam pus will stand
up for one day and work together."
Some of the issues people will
stand up against on Tuesday,April
2, include imolerance of race,
ethnicity, religion, appearance,
sex, age, sexual orientation, socioeconomic class and na tionality.

Letter writing campaign addresses tenure
A letter writmg campaign addressing the issue of the
tenure process will take place this week in the Atrium. An
independent group of students will collect signatures to
represent the student body's opinion in the tenure decision
process. There are four form letters to choose from .

Senior class dance tickets still on sale
Tickets for the senior class dance will continue to be
sold Apnl1, 2, 10 and 11. Tickets are $15 per person and can
be purchased in the Atrium during lunch and dinner hours.
The dance will be held April26 at Holiday Inn Lakeside.

Project HOPE needs volunteers
Volunteers are needed to help with Project HOPE.
Meetings are held Sundays at 9 p.m. in the Jardine R~m.

Next Roulston Series to be held Aprilll
Robert Gussin will be the next guest speaker for the
Roulston Senes on Leadership and Achievement. Gussin,
corporate vice president or Science and lechnology at
Johnson &Johnson, will speak in the Jardine Room on
Thursday, Aprilll at 5:30p.m. His presentation is titled,
"The New World and the Technology Explosion."

DUNCAN
continued from page 1
Klein ,chairmanof the Health Profession Advisory Committee
[HPACI. Duncan recommends
these meetings to help prepare for
MCATS and the application process and to attain other useful information for pre-med stud ents.
"Dr. Klein not on Iy offered
moral support, but he provided the
facts about the r igors of the med ical school appl ication process,"
Duncan said.
Klein attribu tes Duncan's suecess completely to her hard work.
"She won it al l on her own mer-

News Briefs were compiled by Christina Hynes, news
editor, and Cherie Shoczen, assistant news editor.
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continued from page 1

in my life I was locking forward to
the first day of classes. The doctor
came
over that night and told me
Due toatcchnical probltm,a
that 1wouldn't be able to go back
section of tht story 'lost _ and
to school, I wouldn't be able to play
Found' was inadvertantly
tennis for at least eight monthsommitted from the March 21,
that
was the best case scenario."
l996issue. Thejumpojthestory
The worst case is much worse.
should have bqunasjollows.
In fact the day following his surThe prognosis
gery,Allewastold there were three
He was told they found a tumor
malignant tumors found on his
on his left testicle, and that furlefttesticleand that had he waited
ther tests should be done to deterthree more weeks to have surgery,
mine whether it was benign or
he would have been toe late. But
malignant.
Aile was lucky, the tumors were
August 20, 1995. Aile went
seminoma type tumors, the most
home for the first time in six
treatable form of cancer. While it
months, both his mother and fais rare (with only 7,400 cases rether greeted him at the Detroit airported annually) testicular canport. His parents had convinced
cer is one of the most treatable
him that it would be best to have
forms of cancer.
the biopsy done at home, and the
After the surgery,A lie's parents
results of the radiology tests had
called his tennis coach at Carroll
been faxed ahead to his oncologist
and told him Aile would not be
in Detroit.
returning to school as planned.
"It was weird , because both my
"My first reaction was, 'What did
parentscame to the airport to pick
he do now?'" Greg Debeljak, men's
me up. I travel a lot and both of
tennis coach, said. "When they
them never come to pick me up,"
told me he had cancer, I was
Alle recounted. "Then we got in
shocked."
thecar,andmydadsat in the back
But Aile fought with his docseat; my dad never sits in the back
tors and his family and, with 15
Surgery
seat."
~It was one week before school; staples in his side, he returned to
A bout half way home,Barb Alle Ijust wanted to get back to school," JCU. "There was nothing I wanted
turned to her son andsaid,"Weare Aile said. "I wanted to play tennis more," Aile said, "than to come
going to get through this."
and take classes. Forthefirsttime back to school."

CORRECTION
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DEBATE

breaking even, that in itself is an
accomplishment."
"This year at the NDT we hope
to become competitive and break
even,"Teitelbaum said." Anything
beyond that is grea t. However,next
year I expect to advance far into
elimination rounds of the NDT"
-'The debate team should be
ting stronger each year, Brossman
said. The novice teams met with
much success this year. A novice
team consists of people who did
not debate previously. Overall
they won 68 percent of their events
this year. The debate team consisting of Katherine Lynch, freshman, and Jennifer Marcy, sophomore, won the lllinois State Tournament this year.
The tournament, which is in
its 50th year, will take place from
March 28-Aprill.
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Carroll's newly-founded peer advisinggroup,alsoworkedona presentation tha t will be on display
in the Atrium on April 2.
"Our part in Take a Stand Dayts
that if you know yourself well
enough , you can know others,"
Glading said. "If you know why
you do the things you do, its easier
to know whyothers do what they
do."
Take a Stand Day is sponsored
by CHAT (Celebrating cultural
di versity through Harmonious
interchanges designed to Achieve
greater understanding and a sense
of Trust between people with different life experiences), the psychology club, the program in applied ethicsand the center for community service.
The event will begin at 8 p.m .
on Monday, April 1 with a "Take
Back the Night" vigil on the Quad.
Members of the university
community can best participate
in Take a Stand Day by coming to
as many events as possible and to
think about what they ca n do to
support the tolerance of others,
Thames said.
"People should do whatever
they can to publicly and openly
express tolerant ideas," Thames
said. "Ul timately, that's more effectivethandoingaone-timedemonstration."

said.
8rossman,whositsaschairperson of Debate District Five, which
includes national powers like
Michigan and Illinois universities,
"'M! .mtsed ht!r satdhetsveryhappythatth.e i'll'l
like all the other pre-med students is receiving more recognition from
to provide the best possible set of thestudentbodyandCarrollcomcredentials."
munity.
In 20 years, Duncan said she
"I am very happy and pleased
hopes to be lee turing in medical to see that our hard work is being
school while practicing as a pe- recognized and supported," he
diatrician. Asfor her achievement said. "The team has done quite
so far, Duncan said she is very well this year. We won 29 awards
thankful
overall as a squad."
"It was by the grace of God that
Brossman realizes that this a
I received the award," she said. "I rebuilding time for JCU. "We are
definitely work ed hard, but the not a national power yet." he said.
medical profession is extremely "However, we have a good chance
competitive."
of winning half of our rounds and
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"It's open so people can pick an
tssue they identi fy with," Thames
satd. "It's general intolerance.
Some kids find people are Intolerant of the waytheydress,and they
are give n a cold shoulder because
of it. Other kids have a hard time
with class distinctions. Everyone
can't identify with all of the issues, but if they can identify with
one, it will transfer to others."
People also should speak up
when they hear something they
don't agree with, Thames said.
"That will have the greatest impact," she added. "A lot of times.
silence is agreement or acceptance
of intolerant ideas."
Throughout the week, students
have been making pledges in the
Atrium for Take a Stand Day.
"The idea is for the whole campus to pledge to do something,
large or small,to fight intolerance,"
Thames said. "It can be a private
thing. such as finding out information about something. or it can
be a public thing,such asgivinga
speech in class."
According to freshman Jodi
Glading,oneof the many students
taking pledges in the Atrium this
week, the pledges are private.
"lt'spersonal," shesaid. "Noone
else knows what you're pledging."
Glading. who is a member of
the psychologyclubaswellasjohn
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Aile's first reaction was, "Of
course we wilL" But what he didn't
know was that his doctor told his
parents that from the looks of the
tumor found, it was probably malignant. In fact, according to the
American Cancer Society, 95 percent of all growths on the testes
are malignant.
His mother said it again, "We'll
get through this."
There was a silence in the car.
And then Alle asked, "I have cancer, don't I?"
Aile cried the rest of the car
ride home. He wasn't sad. He was
angry, angry because he just
started getting his life back in order and this came along. 0ust as
the prodigal son comes home.]
The night before surgery. Aile
sat with his father on the back
porch of the family's home. "lt
had been a busy night, a lot of
people had visited, and I wanted
to get to bed. I stood up and told
my dad I was going to bed. He
stood up and, he just kind of
stumbled. I had to hold my dad up
he was crying so hard. I'll never
forget that.·
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Bishop excommunicates Catholics
who belong to certain groups
Bob Keeler
©Newsday

Prompted by the establishment
of a Catholic reform group in his
area, a Roman Catholic bishop in
Nebraska has orde red the excommunication of any Catholic in his
diocese who remains a member
of a dozen diverse religious and
social organizations.
Bishop Fab1an Br uskewitzgave
the order Friday in The Southern
NebrasJw Register, the official
newspaper of th e Diocese of Lincoln. Catholics in Lincoln who
stay in the groups after Apr 15
would be under "interdict," forbidden to receive communion.
If they remained members after May 15, they would be excommunicated . carrying the added
penalty of losing any churc h position.
The groups affected cover a
wirle spectrum, from the Society
of St. Pius X, which favors a tradi-

tiona! Latin Mass, to the Hemlock
Society, wh ich advocates assisted
suicide. The excommunication is
automatic, and the diocese has no
plans to identify violators.
"It kind of presupposes the
willingness of the person to in
consciencegoalong withorcomply with the prohibition," said the
Rev: Thomas Green, a canon law
expert at the Catholic University
of America.
The order will not affect many
.catholics, conceded Monsignor
Timothy Thorburn, the chancellor of the diocese. "We believe it
would be probably a very small
number," Thorburn said. But the
order's sweeping scope makes it
highly unusual.
Though canon law gives bishops the power to excommunicate,
Green said, it carries a presumption of restraint. "Bishops are not
supposed to do this unless there's
a really serious issue," Green said.

"Apparent! y, most of his peers, at
least up to the moment, have not
seen it to be that kind of issue."
Bruskewitz became bishop in
Lincoln in 1992 and quickly built
a reputation for conservatism. Despite papa 1permission for dioceses
to use female altar servers, hisdioceseisoneof only two in the country to prohibit them. The other is a
diocese in Arlington, Va.
The event that tr iggered the
edict were stories in Nebraska
newspapers about the establishment of a Nebraska affiliate of Call
to Action,a 15,000-memberreform
group based in Chicago.
The 12 groups affected are
Planned Parenthood, Society of
Saint Pius X, Hemlock Society, Call
to Action, Call to Action Nebraska,
Saint Michael the Archangel
Chapel, Freemasons, job's
Daughters,DeMolay. Eastern Star,
Rainbow Girls and Catholics for a
Free Choice.

China ends military force in Taiwan
Rone Tempest
© Los Angeles Times

With tensions ebbing in the
Taiwan Strait, China on Monday
called an end to 18 days of military exercises and general! y softened its tough talk that had preceded Taiw,m's first presidential
elections
Meanwhile, Taiwan 's newly
elected incumbent, President Lee
Teng-hu i, avoided antagonizin g
the government in Beijing anew
by keeping a low profile and steering away from sensitive issues
to uching on independence for
Taiwan.
A ides to the 73-year-old Lee
said the president pia ns to spend
the next few weeks traveling in
Taiwan to thank his supporters
and does not plan a major speech
untilhisMay20inauguration.Lee
won Saturday's presidential election with 54 percent of the vote.
This is good news in Washington, where officials had feared
that a boastful post-election performance by Lee could provoke
Ch ina inro new milita.ry
brinkmanshtp.
"l was encouraged by some
statements that ca me out of both
sides in thea[ termath of the election,» President Clinton told reporters.
He added that he hopes the
softertone marks a turning point
in rel ations after the pre-election
tensions.
The official New China News
Agency in Beijingannounced that
the third and latest round of mili-

tary exercises concluded asscheduled Monday.Chinesestatetelevision Monday night aired a film
report on the exercises showing
amphibious land ings,aerial bombardment and troops parachuting from helicopters.
China began its military campaign March 8 by firing three unarmed ballistic missiles off
Taiwan'scoast. A second round of
nava l and air exe rcises ended
MarchlO.
Taiwan's National Security
Council director Yin Tsong-wen
said Monday he expects another
round of war games next month
to train troops fora possible invasion of Taiwan. He said the exercises will take place inside China
on terrain resembling that of Taiwan.
"Their training will focus on
Taiwan'sspecial inland situation.

They will have little impact on
international waters and Taiwan,»
the official Taiwan Central News
Agency quoted Yin assaying.
The government of China had
no comment on the report of new
military activities.
Beijing did offer its interpretation on Monday of Taiwan's election. A brief state television report described the vote as "the new
way the Taiwanese peorle choose
their leaders."
Newspaper reports recorded
Lee's victory but noted that the
combined votes of twocandidates
favoring reunification of Taiwan
and the mainland, Lin Yang-kang
and Chen Li-an, surpassed the total of votes received by openly proindependence candidate Peng
Ming-min.Linreceivedl5percent
of the vote; Chen 10 percent and
Peng 21 percent.

Iraqis vote in parliament election
The first time in five years since Iraq lost the Persian Gulf War,
millions of Iraqis voted for a National Assembly on Sunday. The
government allowed 469 independent candidates tommpete in
the election against 160candidatesfrotn Saddam Hussein's ruling
Arab Baath Socialist Party. Exile groups sa1d the vote hold little
significance for Iraq because real power in Iraq resides with Hussein
and his powerful Revolutionary Command Council not parliament.

School enrollment to surge
According to the US. Education Department, public and private schools in the U5. are on the verge of breaking enrollment
records. Department reports sho~ that by fall approximately
51.7millionstudentsWillbeenro1ledinelementaryandsecondary
schools, 40,000 more than the last record set in 1971 as a result of
the baby boom. Educators are afraid that the surge in enrollment
will put strain school already stretched budgets by filling classrooms to maximum capacity.
British beef boycotted
Fifteen nations have banned theimportof British beef afterthe
British government announced that beef infected by "mad cow•
disease. "Mad dog• disease is believed to be linked to CreutzfeldtJakob Disease, a rare and deadly brain disease among humans.
British consumers and retailers are boycotting the beef, and
McDonald's has stopped selling hamburgers in its660 resuurants
in Britain.

New AIDS drug brings hope bat at an~
The recent approval of new AIDS trcatlntlltll'4aas blfBhtened
the outlook for people with tbedillllse,b\ltwith a high price. Ctdes
andstatesa~ the U.S.apeeta\WIVecireques~Sforthenew AIDS
drug. but are expecriq surpriaed reac:tktns ro the sticker price of
thedrugwhlchcouldrangelonn$2.500to$U.OOO.Attbehtghend
of the economic scale, people with good health insurance will have
little problem obtaining the new drug. while Medicare programs
may be expanded in the future to cover low income patients

New $100 dollar bill introduced
bet'W«:n counterfeit or
. The new
ent presidential portraits, watermarks, and new inks that change
color when tilted at an angle. Secret Service of£icials hope that the
new design will make it more difficult for counterfeiters to reproduce the bills.
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Taking a stand against social injustice
Cherie Skoczen

"It's open so people can pick an
issue they identi fy wtth," Thames
Take a Stand Day has been de- said. "It's general intolerance.
stgned to umte thejCU commu- Some k1d s fi nd people are intolernity in an effort to stand up for ant of thewaytheydress,a nd they
social inj ustice, said Elmer are given a cold shoulder because
Thames,assistamprofessorof psy- of it Other kids have a hard ume
chology.
with class distinctions. Everyone
"Throughout the years, stu- can't idemify with all of the isdents tell me about things some- sues, but if they can identify with
one has said to them that went one, it will transfer to others."
against their own values, and they
People also should speak up
didn't do anything about it," when they hear something they
Thames said. "I wanted to design don't agree with, Thames said.
an event that would encourage "That will have the greatest imstudents to stand up and voice pact," she added. "A lot of umes,
their opinions when they see silence is agreement or accepta nee
things going on around them that of i molera nt ideas."
they don't agree with. The idea is
Throughout the week, students
that the whole campus will stand have been making pledges in the
up for one day and work together." Atrium for Take a Stand Day.
Some of the issues people will
"The idea is for the whole camstand up against on Tuesday, April pus to pledge to do something,
2, include intolerance of race, largeorsmall, to fight intolerance,"
ethnicity, religion, appearance, Thames said. "It can be a private
sex, age, sex ual orientation,socio- thing, such as fi nding out inforeconomic class and nationality. mation about something, or it can
be a public thing, such asgivinga
speech in class."
According to freshman Jodi
Glading,oneof the manystudents
continued from page 1
Klein ,chairman of the HealthPro- taking pledges in the Atrium this
fession Advisory Committee week, the pledges are private.
[HPAC]. Duncan recommends
"It's personal," she said. "No one
these meetings to help prepare for else knows what you're pledging."
MCATS and the application proGlading, who is a member of
cess and to attain other useful in- thepsyc hology club as well asjohn
formation for pre-med students
"Dr. Klein not only offered
moral support, but he provided the
facts about the rigors of the medi- continued from page 1
cal school application process," said .
Duncan said.
Brossman, whositsaschairperKlein attributes Duncan's suc- sonof Debate Dist ric t Five,which
cess completely to her hard work. includes nation al powers like
"She won it all on her own mer- Michigan and Illinois universities,
Assistant News Ed1tor

Letter writing campaign addresses tenure
A letter wnting campaign addressing the issue of the
tenure process will take place this week in the Atrium. An
independent group of students will collect signatures to
represent the student body's opinion in the tenure decision
process. There are four form leiters to choose from.
Senior class dance tickets still on sale
Tickets for the senior class dance will continue to be
sold Apri ll , 2, lOa nd 11. Tickets are $15 per person and can
be purchased in the Atrium during lunch and dinner hours.
The dance will be held April26 at Holiday Inn Lakeside.
Project HOPE needs volunteers
Volunteers are needed to help with Project HOPE.
Meeungsare held Sundays at 9 p.m. in thejardine R<lOm.
Next Roulston Series to be held Aprilll
Robert Gussin will be the next guest speaker for the
Roulston Seri es on Leadersh ip and Achievement. Gussin,
corporate vice president of Science and 1echnology at
johnson &johnson, will speak in thejardine Room on
Thursday, Aprilll at 5:30pm. His presentation is titled,
"The New World and the Technology F.xplosion."

DUNCAN

News Briefs were compiled by Christ ina Hynes, news
editor, and Cherie Skoczen, assistant news editor.
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-we advised her

satdheisveryhappythattheteam

like all the other pre-med studen ts
to provide th e best possible set of
credentials."
In 20 years, Duncan said she
hopes to be lecturing in medical
school while practicing as a pediatrician. As for her achievement
so far, Duncan said she is very
thankful.
"It was bythe graceof God that
I received the award," she said. "I
definitel y worked hard, but the
medical profession is extremely
competitive."

is receiving more recognition from
the student body and Carroll community.
"I am very happy and pleased
to see that our hard work is being
recognized and supported," he
said. "The team has done quite
well this year. We won 29 awards
overall as a squad."
Brossman realizes that this a
rebuilding time for JCU. "We are
not a national power yet," he said.
"However, we have a good chance
of winning half of our rounds and

breaking even, that in itself is an
accomplishment."
"This year at the NDT we hope
to become competitive and break
even,"Teitelbaumsaid. "Anything
beyond that is great. However, next
year I expect to advance far into
elimination rounds of the NDT."
The debate team should be etting stronger each year, Brossman
said. The novice teams met with
much success this year. A novice
team consists of people who did
not debate previous! y. Overall
they won 68 percent of their events
this year. The debate team consisting of Katherine Lynch, freshman, and jennifer Marcy, sophomore, won the Illinois State Tournament this year.
The tournamem, which is in
its 50th year, will take place from
March 28-Aprill.

Alle's first reaction was, "Of
course we will." But what he didn't
know was that his doctor told hi s
parents that from the looks of the
tumor found, it was probably malignant. In fact, according to the
Amer ican Cancer Society, 95 percent of all growths on the testes
are malignant.
His mother said it again, "We'll
get through this."
There was a silence in the car.
And then Alie asked , "I have cancer, don 't!?"
Alle cried the rest of the car
ride home. He wasn't sad. He was
angry, angry because he just
started getting his life back in order and this came along. Oust as
the prodigal son comes home.]
The night before surgery, Alle
sat with his father on the back
porch of the family's home. "It
had been a busy nigh t, a lot of
people had v1sited, and I wanted
to get to bed. I stood up and told
my dad 1 was going to bed. He
stood up and, he just kind of
stumbled. I had to hold my dad up
he was crying so hard. I'll never
forget that."
Surgery
"It was one week before schoo~
Ijust wanted to get back tosc hool,"
Alie said. "l wanted to play tennis
and take classes. Forthe firsttime

in my life 1was looking forward to
the first day of classes. The doctor
came over that night and told me
that 1wouldn't be able to go back
toschool, I wouldn't be able to play
tennis for at least eight monthsthat was the best case scenario."
The worst case is much worse.
In fact the day follow ing his surgery, AHe was told there were three
malignant tumors found on his
left testicle and that had he waited
three more weeks to have surgery,
he would have been too late. But
Aile was lucky, the tumors were
seminoma type tumors, the most
treatable form of cancer. While it
is rare (with only 7,400 cases reported annually) testicular cancer is one of the most treatable
forms of cancer.
After the surgery, Alie's parents
called his tennis coach at Carroll
and told him Alle would not be
returning to school as planned.
"My first reaction was, 'Wh at did
he do now?'" Greg Debeljak, men's
tennis coach, said. "When they
told me he had cancer, 1 was
shocked."
But Alle fought with his doc!Ors and his family and , with 15
staples in his side, he returned to
jCU. "There was nothing I wanted
more," Aile said, "than to come
back to school."
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Carroll's newly-founded peer advisinggroup,alsoworkedona presentation that will be on display
m the Atrium on April2.
"Ourpartin Take a Sta nd Day is
that if you know yourself well
enough, you can know others,"
Glading said . "If you know why
you do the things you do, its easier
to know whyothersdowhat they
do."
Take a Stand Day is sponsored
by CHAT (Celebrating cu ltural
d iversity through Harmonious
interchanges designed to Achieve
greater understandingand a sense
of Trust between people with different life experiences), th e psychology club, the program in applied ethics and thecenterforcommunity service.
The event will begin at 8 p.m.
on Monday, April l with a "Take
Back the Night" vigil on the Quad.
Members of the university
community ca n best participate
in Take a Stand Day by coming to
as many events as possible and to
think about what they can do to
support the tolerance of others,
Thames said.
"People should do whatever
they can to publicly and openly
express tolerant ideas," Thames
said. "Ultimately, that's more effectivet handoingaone-timedemonstration."

The prognosis
He was told they found a tumor
on his left testicle, and that further tests should be done to determine whether it was benign or
malignant.
August 20, 1995, Alle went
home for the first time in six
months, both his mother and fathergreeted him at the Detroit airport. His parents had convinced
him that it would be best to have
the biopsy done at home, and the
results of the radiology tests had
been faxed ahead to his oncologis t
in Detroit.
"It was weird, because both my
parents came to the airport to pick
me up. I travel a lot and both of
them never come to pick me up,"
Aile recounted. "Then we got in
the car, and my dad sat in the back
seat; my dad never sits in the back
seat."
About half way home, BarbA lie
turned to her son and said,"Weare
going to get through this."
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Bishop excommunicates Catholics
who belong to certain groups
tional Latin Mass, to the Hemlock
Society, which advocates assisted
Prompted bytheestablishmem suicide. The excommunication is
of a Catholic reform group in his automatic, and the diocese has no
area , a Roman Ca tholic bishop in plans to identify violators.
"It kind of presupposes the
Neb raska has ordered the excommun ica tion of any Catholic in hIS willingness of the person to in
diocese who remains a member conscience go along with or comof a dozen diverse religious and ply wi th the prohibition," said the
Rev. Thomas Green, a canon law
social organizations.
Bishop Fab1an Bruskewi tzgave expert at the Catholic University
the order Friday in The Southern of Arnenca.
The order will not affect man y
Nebraska Regi ste r, the offic ial
newspaper of the Diocese of Lin- .Ca tholics, conceded Monsignor
coln. Catholics in Li ncoln who Timothy Thorburn, the chancelstay in the groups after Apr 15 lor of the diocese. "We believe it
would be under "interdict," for- would be probably a very small
number," Thorburn said. But the
bidden to receive comm union.
If they remained members af- order's sweeping scope makes it
ter May 15, they wou ld be excom- hig_hly unusual.
Though canon law gives bishmunicated , carrying the added
penalty of losing any church po- opsthe power to excommunicate,
Green said, it carries a presum psition.
The groups affected cover a tion of restraint. "Bishops are not
wirie spectrum , from the Society supposed to do this unless there's
of St . Pius X, which favors a tradi- a real! y serious issue," Green said.
Bob Keeler

©Newsday

"Apparent! y, most of his peers, at
least up to the moment, have not
seen it to be that kind of issue."
Bruskewitz became bishop m
Lincoln in 1992a ndquickly built
a reputation for conservatism. Despite papal permission for dioceses
to use female altar servers, hisdioceseisoneof onlytwointhecountry to prohibit them. The other is a
diocese in Arlington, Va.
The event that triggered the
edict were stories in Nebraska
newspapers about the establishmentor a Nebraskaaffiliateof Call
to Action,a 15,00D-memberreform
group based in Chicago.
The 12 groups affected are
Planned Parenthood, Society of
Saint Pius X, Hemlock Society, Call
to Action, Call to Action Nebraska,
Saint Michael the Archangel
Chapel, Freemasons, Job's
Daughters,DeMolay, Eastern Star,
Rainbow Girls and Catholics fora
Free Choice.

China ends military force in Taiwan
Rone Tempest
© Los Angeles Times

With tensions ebbing in the
Taiwan Strait, China on Monday
called an end to 18 days of military exercises and generally softened its tough talk that had preceded Taiwan's fi rst presidential
elections.
Meanwhile, Taiwan's newly
elected incumbent, Presiden t Lee
Ten g- hu i, avoided antagonizing

the governmenr in Beijing anew
by keepinga lowprofileandsteering away from sensitive issues
touching on independence for
Taiwan.
Aides to th e 73-year-old Lee
said the president plans to spend
the next few weeks traveling in
Taiwa n to thank his supporters
and does not plan a major speech
until hisMay20inauguration. Lee
won Saturday's presidential election with 54 percent of the vote.
Thisisgoodnews in Washington , where officials had feared
that a boastful post-election performance b)' Lee could provoke
China into new milit~ry
brinkmanship.
"l was encouraged by some
statements that came out of both
sides in the aftermath of the election," President Clinton told reporters.
He added that he hopes the
softer tone marks a turning point
in rela tions after the pre-election
tensions.
The official New China News
Agency in Beijing announced that
the third and latest round of mili -

taryexercisesconcluded asscheduled Mond ay.Chinesestate television Monday night aired a film
report on the exerc ises showing
amphibious Iandi ngs, aerial bornbardment and troops parachuting from helicopters.
China began its military campa ign March 8 by firing three unarmed ballistic missiles off
Taiwan's coast. A second round of

They will have little impact on
international waters and Taiwan,"
the official Taiwan Central News
Agency quoted Yin as saying.
The government of China had
no comment on the report of new
military activities.
Beijing did offer its interpretation on Monday of Taiwa n's election. A brief state television reportdescribed the vote as "the new

naval and ai r exercises ended

way the Ta twanese people choose

March 20.
Taiwan's National Security
Council director Yin Tsong-wen
said Monday he expects another
round of war games next month
totrai n troopsforapossibleinvasion of Taiwan. He said the exercises will take place inside China
on terrain resembling that of Taiwan.
"Their training will focus on
Taiwan's special inland situation.

their leaders."
Newspaper reports recorded
Lee's victory but noted that the
combined votes of two cand idates
favoring reunification of Taiwan
and the ma inland,Lin Yang-kang
and Chen Li-an,surpassed the total of votes received by openly proindependence candidate Peng
Ming-min. Lin received 15 percent
of the vote; Chen 10 percent and
Peng 21 percent.

Iraq is vote in parliament election
The first time in five years since Iraq lost the Persian Gulf War,
millions of Iraqis voted for a National Assembly on Sunday. The
government allowed 469 independent candidates to compete in
the election against 160 candidates from Saddam Hussein's ruling
Arab Baath Socialist Party. Exile groups satd the vote hold little
significance for lraqbecause real power in Iraq resides with Hussein
and his powerful Revolutionary Command Council, not parliament.

School enrollment to surge
According to the U.S. Education Department, public and private schools in the U.S. are on the verge of breaking enrollment
records. Department reports showed that by fall approximately
51.7 millions[Udems will be enrolled in elementary and secondary
schools, 40,000 more than the last record set in 1971 as a result of
the baby boom. Educators are afraid that the surge in enrollment
will put strain school already stretched budgets by filling classrooms to maximum capacity.
British bee( boycotted
Fif teen nations have banned the import of British beef afterthe
British government announced that beef infected by "mad cow"
diSease. "Mad dog' disease is believed to be linked to Creutz.feldtJakob Disease, a rare and deadly brain disease among humans.
British consumers and retailers are boycotting the beef, and
McDonald's has stopped selling hamburgers in its660 restaurants
in Britain.
New AIDS drug brings hope but at an expense
The recent approval of new AIDS treatmeniS-has bri_ghtened
the outlook for people with the disease, but with a high price. Cities
andstatesacr~the U.S.expecta wave of requests for the new AIDS
drug, but are expecting surprised reactions to the sticker price of
thedrugwhlchcouldrangeformS2,500toSl2,000.Atthehighend
of the economic scale, people with good health insurance will have
little problem obtaining the new drug. while Medicare programs
may be expanded in the future to cover low income patients.

New $100 dollar bill introduced

.$100
between counterfeit or legitimate
The new
ent presidential portraits, watermarks, and new inks that change
color when tilted at an angle. Secret Serviceo£ricials hope that the
new design will make it more difficult for counterfeiters to reproduce the bills.
World Briefs were compiled by Gina Girardot, International

News & Business Editorandjoe Whollc)l Asst. lnumational News
6- Business Editor.
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Crew team rows gently
down the stream

European travel not just for rich

Domestic

Bottles

in the fall of l992asa loosely organized group of about six people.
At that time the team did not have
any coaches and was not competitive.
The team became more competitive last fall when Nei l
Messner joined the teamasacoach.
In addition to Messner, Michael
Antonishak recently joined the
team as a coach also.
Today, the membership is up to
almost 50 people and the team recently purchased a 1992eight person Dirigo boat. "We earned
money fort he boat from fund-raising," said Virant. The boat was
named the "Neilie Bird" after
Coach Messner, and is still being
refinished at the manufacturing
com n in Main . The team
hopes w receive the boat around
the Apnl30 weekend .
The practice schedule for the
team is rigorous. The team prac-

tices Monday t hrough Friday in tiona! meeting. She said, "I went
the Cuyahoga River in th e Flats. in to this never rowing before, but
There are two shifts for practice, the coaches have a wonderful
one from 4:45a.m. to 8 a.m. and a teaching technique.'
later one from 4:45p.m . to 8 p.m.
The club is open to anyone.
"The team tries to put as much 'There are no cuts, unless we get
time as they can into water prac- too big,' said Virant.
tices," said Virant.
The team is com posed of both
Matsicsaid, "At first it was hard me n and wcmen, but during com[to wake up so early!. but I have petitions the rowing is done in
become more discipli ned and go single-sex boats.
to bed at 10:30 p.m. It is beautiful
"Co-ed sports teams are a great
to see everything before anybody experience because you form close
wakes up." Hennes added, "It is al- friendships with a variety of
most mystical to be on the water - people," said Virant.
at 6a.m"
The rowing team involves a lot
For those with an interest i n of organizational work, not to
the crew team, recruiting will be mention the long, hard hours put
during the first week of the fall into practice.
semester. "There will be a meeting
The members seem to accept
toletyouknowwhati isallabout,• the chall ngin wcrk a a n
said Virant.
sary part of being involved with
Novice crew member Matsic such a new and unique sport. As
saw the flyers about the team last Hennes said, "This is a once-in-afall and attended the organiza- lifetime experience."

Students veg-out for health benefits
Sara Kalman
Staff Reporter
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sure that the planned trip is exactly what
the students are expecting. Whether alone,
or in a group tour. students should make
sure to see what they want to, and not what
someone thinks they should see. "Study a
little about wha t there is to see, and don't be
afraid to change the plan when you get
there," said Reed.
It's not always necessary, or even possible, to see everything in one trip. Sometimes its best to pick a particular country
and concentrate on it.
It may also be more comfortable to travel
in a packaged group tour. Though more
expensive, they may be what an ind ividual
is looking for.
John Prestestegiacomo, a junior, participated in the Carroll sponsored trip to Italy
last summer.
said. "It was very edu~tional, we saw the
wholecoun try,and l felt like !definitely got
my money's worth.' He added, "The two
week length was JUSt long enough , and l
was ready to go home at the end. It was a
really good time ."
No matter what option students choose
or for how long they wish to stay, the stud ems should have fun and be open to the
new and exciting experiences that Europe
has to offer.

I
n
Paris hotels and a rental carfor three days.
The company has similar deals to Britam,
ltaly,Spam and Portugal.
A!so,ask a travel agent to see w ha t'savai \able through consolidators. These companies buy up seats on flights the airlines
think aren't likely to sell out, then pass a long
the sav ings 10 travelers will ing to accept
some restrictions (such as not getting frequent-flier m iles).

Staff Reporter

AmyKernoer

More and more people are lead ing a vegetarian lifestyle. So why
vegetarian?
The most popular concern is
for health reasons. Another is in
response to humanitarian issues.
Some vegetarians belieye that the
consumption of meat, especially
beef, reducestheworld'sfoodsupply. Other vegetarians follow the
lifestyle for economic, political or religious reasons.
"Vegetarianism is growing. There are more people
adopting some form of a
vegetarian die t," said Anita
Ullman , dietitian at St.
luke's Hospital in Cleveland.
There are four different
types of vegetarians, according to Ullman. The first
group is lacto-ovo, whic h
does not eat meat, poultry
or fish, but does eat eggs,
milk and milk products.
The second kind of vegetarian, !acto-vegetarians,
avoids meat, pou I try, fish and eggs,
but does eat milk and milk products Ova-vegetarians, the third
type, eat none of the aforementioned foods. Neither do the last
type of vegetarians- vegans- who
also exclude any animal products
from their lifestyles.
The typical diet of a vegetarian , especially vegans, consists of
large amounts of fruits, grains, legumes, nuts and vegetables. This
type of diet is often lower in calo-

riesand high in fiber. In fact, some
research shows that vegetarians
are at a lower risk for obesity, high
blood pressure, coronary artery
disease, gaIt stones, diabetes and
hypertension.
Although this may seem to be
the safest dietary way of life, some
precautions sti II need to be taken.
As in the case of avo-vegetarians
and vegans, there may be a higher
risk for calcium deficiency from

avoiding milk and milk products.
Iron, vitamins and certain amino
acids could also be at low levels if
a vegetarian did not closely monitor his or her diet.
Accardi ngto Ullman, carefully
combining foods to supply the
body With needed nutrients can
lead to a healthy lifestyle.
Freshman Megan Dwyer reflects the idea that vegetarianism
is a very heal thy way of life if a
person knows what roeat. Dwyer

has been a vegetarian since she
wasl2.
Dwyer considers the Marriott
Food Service at john Carroll University w be like any other food
situationthatshefaces. She has to
make careful choices about the
food she eats.
The new format of the cafeteria has made on-campus dining
much more responsive to vegetarian needs.accordingtoDan Yaeger,
di rector of Marriott Dining
Service.
"We are much more vegetarian-[ riendly than we
were before," said Yaeger.
There is a vegetarian option
in each food line and variety has increased, he said.
From the grilled cheese and
vegetar ian ham burge rs, ro
the soup and salad bar, vegetarianoptionsareavai lable.
Ten percent of college
students l ive thi s li festyle
today and that number is on
the rise, according to Yaeger.
Yaeger encourages any
new ideas or vegetarian recipes. He sa id that the biggest concern he hears is lack of creativi ty
with hot food entrees. Many meatless recipes call for more cheese
and egg, which are h(gh in fat and
therefore are a dietary concern.
Yaeger is also looking for more
vegetarian options for the Inn Between.
Hopefully, vegetarians will
share their ideas with Marriott and
together they can strive to provide
more options for students.

what to see in cities and regions all over
Europe. They also list cheap places to eat
and sleep, give maps of cities, and list trai n
and bus schedules. Though certainly not
all-knowing books, they do provide some
excellent advice
Also important in pre-departure planning is buying a Eura ilpass. This is a train
pass whichallows theridenhe unrestricted
use of all participating countries' ra il services over a certain amount of time.
Eura i l covers
most of western
Europe and a few
former Eastern
Bloc
nations_
Great Britain is not
included.
There are two
Ly o
he
sta ndard pass requires travel as
quickly as possible
over a certain
amount of time, or
theflexipass, whichallowsaspecified numberof days of travel over a one or two month
period. "l recommend the flexipass," advised Reed. "It allows you to better pick and
choose which days you wish to travel."
The most important thing is to make

Travelling as a student is the best
way to get great deals on airfare to
Europe, and to receive discounts on
admission to historical sights,
museums and attractions.

Barbara Shea
If the surge m early passport applications is any indication, airlines won't have
any problem filling trans-Atlantic flights
in the mid-june to mid-September peak
season. The European Travel Commission
expects trans-Atlantic fares to "remain attractive," but don't coum on a continuation
of the amazing sales that have been going
on fort he past few months. Summer, on the
other hanq , is a seller's market.
British Airways has pioneered an advance-purchase deal that guarantees the
carrier's lowest peak-season rate. Book summer flights to London now at $586 round
trip for midweek travel, $636 weekends. At
last check, American A1rhneshad matched
those fares. also with 90-day advance purchase; other competitors on the New Yorklondon route, including Virgin Atlantic
and Delta, were charging $10 more but requiring only 4)-day advance booking.
So far, no such dea Is. have appeared for
other destinationsabroad . But a spokesman
for Delta, which serves more European cities non-stop from the United States than
any other carrier, advised summer travelers, "Be flexible, look diligently, and you'll
find the fare you want."
One place to look is in the brochures
outlining packages bundled with transAtlantic flights.Justaboutevery major airlineeither has its own tourdivisionorworks
with an independent wholesaler. Tour packages keep getting increasingly more flexible. Along with airfare, yo u can book a
rental car, hotels, train and boat tripsorany
combination of these and other components that you want. You get the price ad vantage of bulk buying without ever having to be physically pan of a group tour.
The summer brochure for jet Vacations,
a major tour operator under the Air France
umbrella. has 46 pages of options to France
alone. Peak -season prices range [rom $520

Craig Haran
For many soon to be graduates, a grand
tour of Europe has been dreamed of as a
reward for four years of hard work. The
thought of traipsing through the great cities of Paris, Prague and Rome, to lie on the
clothing-optional beaches of the French
Riviera and the chance to practice that foreign language requirement are all draws to
visit "The Old Country."
Reality check. Who can acmall y afford
to fork out thousands of dollars on a trip to
Europe after paying upwards of $70,000
toward a John Carroll University education? The answer i., not to spend thousands
of dollars. It is quite possible to travel Europe on a budget which won't kill a student's
finances.
·
In fact , this is probably the best time to
travel Europe, when one can reap the benefits of student 's smtus, saving hundreds of
dollars on transportation, lodging and entertainment.
James Reed, the director of Academic
Advising and study abroad coordinator a t
JCU has traveled abroad numero us times
over the years. He has helped many students get the most out of their trips abroad .
He offered several tips for getting the most
out of a trip abroad.
Travelling as a st udent is the best way to
get great deals on airfare to Europe, and to
receive discounts on admission to historical sights, museums and attractions. The

To Europe with thrift
Cl 1996, Newsday

A student's guide to travelling abroad on a limited budget
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water practices that lasted two
Staff Reporter
hours each.
While many college students
Freshman Sarah Matsic said,
fled to Flonda over ~pring break 'The trip to Florida was a lot off un
forfun and ~un, a spec1al group of and a good experience. It pushed
John Carroll Umversity students us to work harder.'
used their break 1n Florida conThe enttre tnp was paid for by
structively for rrainmg and prac- team members. The total budget
tice.
was about $18,000. Each person
The jLU rowing team spent paid dues and was required
March 1- 10 in Cocoa Beach, Fla. through fund -raising to collect at
The team enjoyed beautiful least $150. That amount covered
weather, but It was a little windy the cost of trips for competition,
for some.
or Regattas, which areoftenoutof
"T he trip was great." said se- town. Any money left over from
nior Jackie Virant, the president these trips went to cover part of
of the crew team junior Heather the Florida trip.
Hennes, the secretary of 1he club,
This was the first trip made to
added, "The trip was exhausting Florida bythecrewteam,butthere
but really incredible. This was the are future trips being considered.
best rowing of the season."
"We hope to make a tradition of
The team did get to enjoy their training every spring break," said
first day in Florida at Virant.
DisneyWorld, but it was back to
Hennes added, "We are defiwork after that. The day started nitely planning to go next year,
before sunrise for the team. T hey but weare not sure whether it will
had a five mile run from the hotel be [to] Texas or Florida."
to the boats. There were two daily
The rowing team was created
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Crew team rows gently
down the stream
water practices that lasted two
Staff Reporter
hours each.
While many college students
Freshman Sarah Matsic said,
rled to Flond" over ~pring break "The trip to Florida was a lot of fun
for fun ancl ~un,a special group of and a good experience. It pushed
John Carroll Umversity srudents us to work harder."
used their break in Florida conThe enure tnp was paid for by
structively for 1raming and prac- team members. Th e total budget
tice.
was about $18,000. Each person
The j<..U rowmg team spent pa1d dues and was required
March l- 10 in Cocoa Beach, Fla. through fund-raising to collect at
The team enJoyeJ be a uuf ul least $150. That amount covered
weather, but it was a little windy the cost of tnps for competition,
for some
or Regattas, which are often out of
"The tnp was great," said se- town. Any money left over from
nior Jackie Virant, the president these trips went to cover pan of
of the crew team. Junior Heather the Florida trip.
Hennes, the secretary of the club,
This was the first tnp made to
added, "The trip was exhausting Florida bythecrewteam,butthere
but really incredible. This was the are future trips being considered.
best rowing of the season."
"We hope to make a tradition of
The team did get to enjoy their training every spring break," said
first day in Florida at Virant.
DisneyWorld , but it was back to
Hennes added, "We are defiwork after that. The day started nitely planning to go next year,
before sunrise for the team. They but weare not sure whether it will
had a five mile run from the hotel be [to] Texas or Florida."
to the boats. There were two daily
The rowing team was created

European travel not just for rich

Margaret
Amy
Kedzierski (from right to left)
in the fa ll of l992asa loosely organized group of about six people.
At that timet he team did not have
any coaches and was not competitive.
The team became more competitive last fall when Neil
Messner joined the team as a coac h.
In addition to Messner, Mi chael
Antonishak recently joined the
team as a coach also.
Today, the membersh ip is up to
almost 50 people and the team recently purchased a l992eightperso n Dirigo boat. "We earned
money for the boatf rom fund-raising," sa id Virant. The boa t was
named the "Nellie Bird" aft er
Coach Messner, and is still being
rdinished at the manufacturing
n \n Mat . The team
hopes to receive the boat around
the April30 weekend.
The practice schedule fo r the
team is rigorous. The team prac-

Hennes, Cora Lee
rices Monday through Friday in
the Cuyahoga River in the Flats.
There are two shifts for practice,
one from 4:45a.m. to 8 a.m. and a
later one from 4:45p.m. to 8 p.m.
"The team tries to put as much
time as they can into water practices," said Virant.
Matsicsaid, "At firs t it was hard
Ito wake up so early], but I have
become more disciplined and go
to bed at 10:30 p.m. It is beautiful
to see everything before any bod y
wakes up." Hennes added, "It is al most mystical to be on the water
at 6 a.m."
For those with an interest in
th e crew team, recruiting will be
during the first week of the fall
semester. "There will be a meeting
toletyouknowwhatiti allabout,•
said Virant.
Novice crew member Matsic
saw the flyers about the team last
fall and attended the organiza-

and Becky
tiona! meeting. She said, "I went
in to this never rowing before, but
the coaches have a wonderful
teaching technique.'
The club is open to anyone.
There are no cuts, unless we get
too big," said Virant.
The team is composed of both
men and women, butd uring competitions the rowing is done in
single-sex boats.
"Co-ed sports teams are a great
experience because you form close
friends h ips with a variety of
people," sa id Virant.
The rowing team involves a lot
of organizational work , not to
mention the long, hard hours put
in to practice.
The mem hers seem to accept
the chall n
work a n
sary part of being involved with
such a new and unique sport. As
Hennes said, "This is a once-in-ali fe time experience."
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Sara Kalman
Staff Reporte r
More and more people are lead ing a vegetarian lifes tyle. So why
vegetarian?
The most popular concern is
for health reasons. Another is in
response to humanitarian issues.
Some vegetarians believe that the
consumption of meat, especially
beef, reduces theworld'sfood supply. Other vegetarians follow the
lifestyle for economic, political or religious reasons.
"Vegetarianism is growing. There are more people
adopting some form of a
vegetarian diet," said Anita
Ull man , dietitian at St.
Luke's Hospital in Cleveland.
There are lour different
types of vegetarians, according to Ullman. The fi rst
group is lacto-ovo, which
does not eat meat, pou!try
or fish, but does eat eggs,
milk an d milk products.
The second kind of vegetaria n, !acto-vegetari ans ,
avoids meat, poultry,fish and eggs,
but does eat milk and milk products. Ova-vegetarians, the third
type, eat none of the aforementioned foods. Neither do the last
type of vegetar ians- vegans- who
also exclude any am mal products
from their lifestyles.
•The typical diet of a vegetarian, especially vegans, consists of
large amounts of fruits, grains, legumes, nuts and vegetables. This
type of diet is often lower in calo-

riesand high in fiber. In fact, some
research shows that vegetarians
are at a lower risk for obesity, high
blood pressure, coronary artery
disease, gall stones, diabetes and
hypertension.
Although this may seem to be
the safestdie tary way of life, some
precautions still need to be taken.
As in the case of avo-vegetarians
and vegans, there may be a higher
risk for ca lcium deficiency from

avoiding milk and milk products.
Iron, vitamins and certain amino
acids could also be at low levels if
a vegetarian did not closely monitor his or her diet.
Accardi ng to Ulima n, carefully
combining foods to supply the
body with needed nutrients can
lead to a healthy lifestyle.
· Freshman Megan Dwyer reflects the idea that vegetananism
is a very heal thy way of life if a
person knows what to eat. Dwyer

has been a vegetarian since she
was 12.
Dwyer considers the Marriott
Food Service atjohn Carroll University to be like any other food
sit ua tion that she faces. She has to
make careful choices about the
food she eats.
The new format of the cafeteria has made on-campus d ining
much more responsive to vegetarian needs,accordingtoDan Yaeger,
director of Marriott Dining
Service.
"We are much more vegetarian-friendly than we
were before," said Yaeger.
There is a vegetarian option
in each food line and var iety has increased, he said.
From the grilled cheese and
vegetarian hamburgers, ro
the soup and salad bar, vegetarianoptionsareavailable.
Ten percent of college
students live this lifestyle
today and tha t number is on
the rise,accordi ng to Yaeger.
Yaeger encourages any
new ideasor vegetarian recipes. He said that the biggest concern he hears is lack of creativity
with hot food entrees. Many mea tless recipes call for more cheese
and egg, which are h(gh in fat a nd
therefore are a dietary concern.
Yaeger is also looking for more
vegetarian options for the Inn Between.
Hopefully, vegetarians will
share their ideas wnh Marriott and
together they can strive to provide
more options for students.

Craig Haran
Staff Reporter
For many soon to be graduates, a grand
tour of Europe has been dreamed of as a
reward for four years of hard work. The
thought of traipsing through the great cities of Paris, Prague and Rome, to l ie on the
clothing-optional beaches of the French
Riv iera and tlte chance to practice that foreign language requirement are all draws to
visit "The Old Country."
Reahtycheck. Who can actually afford
to fork outthousands of dollars on a trip to
Europe after paying upwards of $70,000
wward a John Carroll University education? The answer i., not to spend thousands
of dollars. It is quite possible to travel Europe on a budget which won'tkillastudem's
·
finances .
ln fa ct, this is probably the best tim e to
travel Europe, when one can reap the benefits of student'sstatus, sav ing hundreds of
dollars on transportation, lodging and entertainment.
James Reed , the director of Academic
Advising and study abroad coordinator at
JCU has traveled abroad numerous times
over the years. He has helped many students get the most out of their trips abroad.
He offered several tips for getting the most
out of a trip abroad.
Travelling as a student is the best way to
get great deals on airfare to Europe , and to
rece ive discounts on admission to historical sights, museums and attractions. The

The Houses of Parliament in Vienna, Austria
what to see in cities and regions all over
Europe. They also list cheap places to eat
and sleep, give maps of cities. and list train
and bus schedules. Though certain ly not
all-knowi ng books, they do provide some
eKcellen t advice.
Also important in pre-departure planning is buying a Eurailpass. This is a train
pass which allows the riderthe unrestricted
use of all participating countries' rail services over a certain amount of time.
Eura iI covers
most of western
Europe and a few
former Eastern
Bloc
nations.
Great Britain is not
included.
There a re two
ty or
standard pass requires travel as
quick! y as possible
over a certain
amount of time, or
theflexipass, whichallowsaspecified numberof days of travel over a one or two month
period. "I recommend the flexipass," advised Reed. "It allows you to better pick and
choose which days you wish to travel."
The most important thing is to make

Travelling as a student is the best
way to get great deals on airfare to
Europe, and to receive discounts on
admission to historical sights,
museums and attractions.

To Europe with thrift
Barbara Shea
o 1996, Newsday

A student's guide to travelling abroad on a limited budget
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sure that the planned trip is exactly what
the students are expec ting. Whether alone,
or in a group tour, students should make
sure to see what they want to, and not what
someone thinks they should see. "Study a
little about what there is to see, and don't be
afraid to change the plan when you get
t here," said Reed.
It's not always necessary, or even possible, to see everything in one trip. Sometimes its best to pick a particular country
and concentrate on it.
It may also be more comfortable to travel
in a packaged group tour. Though more
expensive, they may be what an individual
is looking for.
John Prestestegiacomo, a junior, participated in the Carroll sponsored trip to ltaly
last summer.

If the surge in early passport applications is any indication. ai rlines won't have
any problem filling trans-Atlantic flights
in the mid-June to mid-September peak
season. The European Travel Commission
expects trans-Atlantic fares to "remain attrac tive," but don't count on a continuation
of the amazing sa les that have been going
on for the past few months. Summer, on the
other han<;! , is a seller's market.
British Airways has pioneered an advance-purchase deal that guarantees the
earner's lowest peak-season rate. Book summer flights to London now at $586 round
trip for midweek travel, $636 weekends. At
last check, Amencan Airl mes had matched
those fares, a !so with 90-day ad va nee purchase; other compemors on the New YorkLondon route, including Virgin Atlantic
and Delta, were charging $10 more but re·
quiring only 45-day advance booking.
So far, no such deals have appeared for
otherdesti nations abroad.But a spokesman
for Delta, which serves more European cities non- top from the United States than
any other carrier, advised summer travelers, "Be flexible, look diiJgemly, and you'll
find the fare you want."
One place to look is in the brochures
outlining packages bundled with transAtlantic flights.Just about every major airline either has its own tourdivisionorworks
with an independent wholesa ler. Tour packages keep getting increasingly more flexible. Along with airfare, you can book a
rental car, hotels, train and boat trips or any
combination of these and other components that you want. You get the price ad vantage of bulk buying without ever having to be physically part of a group tour.
The summer brochure for Jet Vacations,
a major tour operator under the Air France
umbrella, has 46 pages of options to France
alone. Peak-sea on pri e range from $520

r

said. "It was very educational, we saw the
wholecountry,and I felt like I defi ni tely got
my money's worth.' He added , "T he two
week length was just long enough, and I
was ready to go home at the end. It was a
really good time."
No matter what option students choose
or for how long they wish to stay, the students should have fun and be open to the
new and exciting experiences that Europe
has to offer.

Paris hotels and a renta I car for three days.
The company has similar deals to Britain,
Italy, Spain and Portugal
Also,aska travel agent to see what'savailable through consolidators. These companies buy up seats on flights the airlines
thinkaren't likelytosellout, then pass along
the savi ngs to travelers willing to accept
some restrictions (such as not getting frequent-flier miles).
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Tarzan meets slap stick comedy

lotion
No body's Cool
(Giant)

&&&&
Art
The Cleveland Museum of Art presents'Robert Glenn
Ketchum: Landscape Photographs beginmng tomorrow (Friday,March29)a nd lastt ng until june 2,1996. Through his works of
abstract expressiOnism, Ketchum calls attention to what he considers to be the underlying causes of impending ecological disasters: management of federal land and natural resources. Admission to the museum IS free. Gallery hours are Tuesday, Thursday
and Friday, 10 a.m. to 4:30p.m., Wednesday, 10 a.m. to 8:30p.m.;
Saturday, 10 a.m. to 4:15p.m.; and Sunday, I p.m. to 4:30p.m. Call
421-7340 for more information.

Film

The Migrant Comedy Workers are (left) Jim Szulc, Mike Nassif; (bottom row) Katie Bechtold, Kieth
Reilly, Larry Highbaugh; (top row) Joe Ruffner, Brian Fox and Beth Beer.

Melissa Tllk

]ac k and Sarah (Gramercy Pictures),starring Richard E. Grant
and Samantha Mathis, opens tomorrow (Friday, March 29). Directed by Tim Sulliva n, the film is a Love story between a father
and his baby daughter. Check local listings for theatres and
showumes.
1'1irt i ngwit h Disaster(Miramax Ftlms),starring Ben Stiller,
Patricia Arquette and Tea Leoni, issched uled to open Friday, April
5 David 0. Russell wrote and directed this story of a happily
marncd man (Suller), who stills feels his life is incomplete because he was adopted. A psychologist(Leoni) helps him search for
his btological parents Check local listings for theatres and
showumes

Music
'The Living Cross,' a gospel musical drama depicting the
pass1on of Christ which features Grammy-nominee Yolanda
Adams, will be performed April 5 and 6 at the State Theatre
(Playhouse Square). Shows are 2 p.m. aod 8 p.m. each day.Calll800 858-8601 or (216) 851-8600 for more information.
Belkin Productions and the Bud Ice Concert Series present
Dish walla with special guests The Refreshments and Lounge
Flounders at Peabody's Down under, Friday, Aprill2 for a 9 p.m.
show 01shwalla are touring m support of thetr A & M release Pet
Your Fnends, wh1ch contains the smgle "Counting Blue Cars.'
Tickets are $6.50 in advance and $8 day of show.

Theatre
The Good Woman ofSetz.uan, by prolific playwright Benoit
Brecht continues Friday, March 29 and Saturday, March 30 at 8
p m. injCU's Kulas Auditorium. The play takes place in Chinatown,
New York City. Directed by Karen Gygli, assistant professor of
commumcations at Carroll, Good Woman features a cast of about
25 Carroll students. Tickets for Good Woman are avai !able day of
show for $7 or m advance for $5 by calling the box office at 3974428
TheCleveland Play House presents Songs 1he Harrisons Sang:
A Portrait of a Vaudeville Family, the final production in the
1995-96 'Uptown at the Brooks' senes, Tuesday (preview performance), Apnl2 through Sunday, May 19.Songsthe HarnsonsSang,
set in the 1920s, features music from the heart of Ireland to the
Broadway stage. The musical is a tribute to a mother's and father's
love, the immigrant experience and a rich theatrical tradition.
Ticket prices range from $13 to $24. For specific showtimes and
ticket pnces for each show,call795-7005.

Coming Attractions were compiled by Karen Obrzut, entertainment editor. Dates and times are subject to change.

Editor-in-chief
Much like Tarzan before him,
jokeboy was raised in remote
jungle regions only to be discovered by explorers and dragged into
thecivi lized world. Raised onsla pstick humor by migrant comedy
workers,jokeboy was rna ladjus ted
for the high society into which he
was thrust.
legends have been built on less,
I think
But now Clevelanders can see a
collection or comedy sketches,
"The Legend Ofjokeboy" and other
assorted sordid short stories,
played out belPre them on Clev:
land Back Box Stage within the
Cabaret Dada Improvisational
Theater. As the premiere production of Cleveland Black Box Theater, "jokeboy" keeps with the philosophy of this theatre venture to
foster a place for theatre education
and
experimentation
for
Clevelanders, by Clevelanders.
According to Jeff Blanchard,
Cabaret Dada's artistic director,
Cleveland Black Box Theater grew
out of an idea that currently
"there's no place for a group of actors to get together and learn from
the ground up how to put together
a show."
With that in mind, when producer Brian Fox approached
Blanchard with the "joke boy" concept, the Dada mastermind saw a
start to the 1dea, and Fox figured
he was at the right place at the
right time. Within a convoluted
series of events and meetings lies
the origin of this show. As a member of Witty Bitz Improvisational
Comedy Troupe, Fox met Mike
Martone and established Two Bits
Productions in thesummerof 1995
to bring together the writingskills

and theatrical experience of Fox, a balance,"heexplained. "You have
Martone and Chuck Stephenson. tomakeitrealand believable Out
Together, they promote "Joke boy" of the situation, the humor will
as Cleveland's answer to the call come."
for sketch comedy, unlike any"jokeboy" writers, Stephenson
thing else seen in Northeast Ohio. and Martone, knew what they
But, if joke boy" truly is unique, thought was funny and gave the
then the audience may have no actors room to invent within the
idea whattoexpect,although Fox confines of the script of this twohas some suggestions. "The unex- act comedy. "It's one-and-a-half
pected -I know it's a cliche," said hoursofbeing lied to-everything
Fox. "They should think and is blatantly not true," said Martone,
laugh. It's more of the club atmo- who also directs. "(The production]shows how peopleserve their
sphere"
However, if that still doesn't own needs in communication."
give any indication of how the
Every combination of humor
group of sketches might fit to- is spiked with a message of skeptigether, playwright Martone said, cism, making for a tension be"The show has a cohesion to it. It tween the sacred and the profane,
plays on themes of communica- even though Stephenson and
tion and perception. For instance Martone agree that the show's prijokeboy' is a combination of the • mary purpose is to entertain.
For instance, in the sketch
most ludicrous humor with the
"Schoolhouse Crock," a grinning
heroic context he's set in."
"jokeboy," which opened Fri- actor sings about buying "Manday, March 22 and runs Friday, hattan becausethecontractswere
Saturday and Sunday nights written in Latin" as the others act
through Saturday. April 13, fea- out the situation. "There's a really
tures a cast of eight actors who cynical message about the treatcall themselves the Migrant Com- ment of Indians couched in a
edy Workers, including Katie happy song," Stephenson said.
At the end of each sketch or
Bechtold, Beth Beer (a 1994 JCU
graduate), Brian Fox, Larry round, one of the actors rings a
Highbaugh, Michael Nassif, Keith bell as a cue to the audience that
Reilly,Joe Ruffner and jim Szulc. they're moving on to the next topic.
Costumed in jeans and red T-shirts, In addition to participating in
the actors quickly shift characters skits, Beer and Nassif are the token
aided only by a few sparse props, audience members who discuss
mainly hats. During the 25-skit the show in between skits, comshow, each actor plays at least 15 menting on the action much like
characters, a broad mix between they would expect the audience
low and highbrow humor.
to.
The pace and variation of the
Fox points to the comedic
subtleties needed bytheactorsand show catch the audience offadmits each actor is a literal con- guard, smacking them with inteltradiction. "The aura of the mi- lectual satire and Three Stooges
grant worker is a mixture of intel- physical humor, not that that's a
ligence, goofiness, sarcasm and bad thing by any means.
Maybe this is foreshadowing?
brashness. The ensemble creates
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If you'relooki ll);fora fresh new
alternative CD that hasn't been
overplayed on the radio, you can't
go wrong with Nobody~ Cool, the
second release from New Yorkbased band Lotion
Following 1ht>trfirst releaseJull
Isaac, Lonon return wtth a modern -pop sound similar to bands
such as Radwhead , Afghan
Whigs, Moist and a more aggressive Counting Crows. The best
thing about Lotion is lead vocalist
Tony Zajkowski, whosoundssimilartotheCrows' Adam Duritz, but
his vocals are smoother and less
whiny than Duritz's.
Zajkowski's dynamics reflect
the different styles of each song
on Nobody's Cool. Some tunes are
very slow and melodic, such as
"The Enormous Room" and
"Namedropper," while others like
"Dear Sir" and "The New Timmy,"
the two opening tracks, are harder
and more guitar-driven.
Highlights on the CD include
the two opening songs and "Juggernaut," probably the best track
and representative of the sounds
Lotion has to offer.
With Nobody'sCool, lotion has
come up with a good example of
modern music.

Kiefer's Witch ofEndor takes Manhattan
Lanl Asslly
Assistant Entertainment Editor
Witchcraft Deceit Murder
Mythology. All are a far cry from
your typical fairy tale, but that's
what makes The WitchofEndor, a
play by Nancy Kiefer, stand out
from all the rest.
The Witch ofEndorworld-premieres at the Wings Theatre in
Greenwich Village in Manhattan.
There's a sneak preview tomorrow
night (March 29), but the production officially opens Friday, April
5 and runs through May 17, for a
total of 24 performances.
"Out of all my 12 full-length
plays, this one has the biggest cast
- nine characters- and it has the
most complicated storyline," said
Kiefer, playwright and visiting instructor in communications at
JCU .ShewroteTheWitchofEndor
m 1993, and it reached finals and
semifinals in several playwriting
competitions before making its
onstage debut in New York. Her
plays have been produced nation-

wide, including Los Angeles and
both off Broadway and off-offBroadway m New York.
As Kiefer describes it, the play
hasaonce-upon-a-timequalityto
it. "It's loosely based on a murder
thartookplaceinEnglandinl860
-the Constance Kent case."
Kent, who is charactenzed as
16-year-old
Katherine
Cooke in the
play, was a
y o u n g
woman who
pI e ad e d
guilty
to
b r u t a II y
murdering
her younger
ha If -brother, even though townspeople knew she was innocent.
"Every play l've ever written has
been based on true stories l came
across and read about, but I embell ish them with mythology and
mystery," said Kiefer.
In the Kent case, justice was

never served No one ever d•scovered who commiued the crime.
but Constance's father was a suspect. In The Witch of Endor,
Kathenne's father, Edwin Cooke,
isgu1ltyof committmgthecrime.
Othercharactersmtheproduction include Cecilia Battle, a governess and Katherine's evil step-

"People die, get married, haVe
kidS and go Crazy all Within a
period Of a year and a half.•• "
Nancy Kiefer
mother, and Nellie Lister,thegood
theist witch (a firm believer in
God).AccordingtoKiefer,Nellieis
the first western reference to a
witch; the play takes place m the
fictional rownof Endor,located m
Ohio.
The Witch of Endor is sigmfi-

cant not only because of its characters, but the onstage activity
calls for several set changes.
"People d1e, get married, have kids
andgocrazyall w1thma penodof
a year and a half," said Kiefer.
It seems the play would pose
qu11e a challenge for director
Charles Geyer, but his extensive
expenence in theatre prepared
himforthischallenge He brought
two language coaches to the set to
make sure the characters could
correctly pronunciate Hebrew
and Latin words presented in the
scnpt "He's very meticulous,"
Kiefer added. "I'm impressed with
his attention to detail and his htsrorical accuracy"
Obviously thedirectorwasattracted to the script, but what attracts audiences to The Witch of

Endor?
"The play mcludes somethmg
for everybody," said Kiefer, "adultery, murder, witchcraft. violence,
mental illness and humor."
Spoken like a true playwnght

-Brian Sparks
Stabbing Westward
Wither Blister Burn+ Peel
(Columbia)

&&&
The new release from Stabbing
Westward, Wither Blister Burn +
Peel, contains 10 fairly decent industrial-type songs. There is a
defi nitegroove to thea! bum,courtesy of vocalist Christopher Hall,
keyboardist Walter Flakus, bassist) im Sel Lersand drummer Andy
Kubiszewsh
All the band members take
turns on guitar, which adds to the
grind of tracks such as "I Don't
Believe" and "Falls Apart" The
only major drawback is the lyrics.
Although melodically and, at
times,forcefully sung by Hall, the
lyricsdon'tdisplaya noverwhelming amount of creativity. The
words attempt to capture feelings
associated with depression and
coping with everyday problems.
The one song that stands out
lyrically and musically is the
ninth track, "Sleep." lt tells the
story of a girl who suffers from the
physical and emotional turbulence caused by incest and sexual
molestation:"She stares i ntentlyat

1

the door, listensfo r hisfootsteps. She
knows exactly what's in store and
the knowing makes it worse."
The song captures the group's
essence, which is on other tracks.
On "Sleep," they seemed to give
the impression that they've been
there, or that they can empathize.
Stabbing Westward demonstrates
potential - keep an eye out for
them.
-joe Halaiko
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Tarzan meets slap stick comedy

ReVIeWS
Lotion

Nobody's Cool
(Giant)

&&&&
Art
The Cleveland Museum of An presents Robert Glenn
Ketchum: Landscape Photographs beginnmg tomorrow (Fnday,March29)and lasting unt!ljune2, 1996.Through his works of
abstract expressionism, Ketchum calls attention to what he considers to bet he underlytng causes of impending ecological disasters: management of federal land and natural resources. Admission to the museum is free. Gallery hours are Tuesday, Thursday
and Fnday, 10 a.m. to 4.30 p.m.; Wednesday, lO a.m. to 8:30 p.m.;
Saturday, 10 a.m. to 4:!5 p.m.; and Sunday, 1 p.m. to 4:30p.m. Call
421-7340 for more Information.

Film

The Migrant Comedy Workers are (left) Jim Szulc, Mike Nassif; (bottom row) Katie Bechtold, Kieth
Reilly, Larry Highbaugh; (top row) Joe Ruffner, Brian Fox and Beth Beer.
Melissa Tllk

CI906Gnmt.r(y Pk1uro

]ac k andSara h (Gramercy Pictures),starring Richard E. Grant
and Samantha Mathis, opens tomorrow (Friday. March 29). Directed by Tim Sullivan , the film is a love story between a father
and his baby daughter. Check local listings for theatres and
showumes.
Fl i f"l ing witl1 Disaster(M iramax Fil ms),starnng Ben Suller,
Patricia Arquette and Tea Leoni, is scheduled to open Friday, April
'5 Davtd 0. Russell wrote and directed this story of a happily
married man (Stiller), who stills feels his life is mcomplete because he was adopted. A psychologist (Leoni) he! ps him search for
his biological parents. Check local listings for theatres and
show times.

Music
"The Living Cross," a gospel musical drama depicting the
passton of Chrtst which features Grammy-nominee Yolanda
Adams, wtll be performed April 5 and 6 at the State Theatre
(Playhouse Square). Shows are 2 p.m. and 8 p.m. each day Calll800-858-8601 or (216) 851-8600 for more information.
Belkin Producttons and the Bud Ice Concert Series present
Dishwalla withspeclalguestsThe Refreshments and Lounge
flounders at Peabody's Down under, Friday, Aprill2 for a 9 p.m.
show. Dishwalla are touring in support of their A & M release Pet
Your Friends, which contains the single 'Counting Blue Cars.'
Tickets are $6.50 in advance and $8 day of show.

Theatre
The Good Woman ofSetzua n, by prolific playwright Benoit
Brecht continues Friday, March 29 and Saturday, March 30 at 8
p m. i njCU's KulasAuditori um. The play takes place inChinatown,
New York City. Directed by Karen Gygli, assistant professor of
communications at Carroll, Good Woman featUres a cast of about
25 Carroll students. Tickets for Good Woman are available day of
show for $7 or in advance for $5 by calling the box office at 3974428.
The Cleveland Play House presents Songs the HarrisonsSang:
A Po,.trait of a Vaudeville Family, the final production in the
1995-96 'Uptown at the Brooks" senes, Tuesday (preview performance), April2 through Sunday, May l9.So ngsthe HarrisonsSang.
set in the 1920s, features music from the heart of Ireland to the
Broadway stage. The musical is a tribute to a mother's and father's
love, the immigrant expenence and a rich theatrical tradition.
Ticket prices range from $13 to $24. For specific showtimes and
ticket prices for each show, call 795-7005.

Coming Attractions were compiled by Karen Obrzut,entef"tain ment edito~ Dates and times em: subject to change.

Editor·in-chief
Much like Tarzan before him,
jokeboy was raised in remote
jungle regions on! y to be discovered by explorers and dragged into
the civilized world. Raised on slapstick humor by migrant comedy
workers,jokeboy was rna !adjusted
for the high society into which he
was thrust
Legends have been built on less,
I think
But now Clevelanders can see a
collection of comedy sketches,
"The Legend Of jokeboy"and other
assorted sordid short stories,
played out before them on Clev
land Bla ck Box Stage within the
Cabare t Dada Improvisational
Theater. As the premiere production of Cleveland Black Box Theater, "jokeboy" keeps with the philosophy of this theatre venture to
foster a placefor theatre education
and
experimentation
for
Clevelanders, by Clevelanders.
According to jeff Blanchard,
Cabaret Dada's artistic director,
Cleveland BlackBoxTheatergrew
out of an idea that currently
"there's no place for a group of actors to get together and learn from
the ground up how to put together
a show."
With that in mind, when producer Brian Fox approached
Blanchard with the "joke boy" concept, the Dada mastermind saw a
start to the idea, and Pox figured
he was at the right place at the
right time. Within a convoluted
series of events and meetings lies
the origin of this show. As a member of Witty Bitz Improvisational
Comedy Troupe, Fox met Mike
Martone and established Two Bits
Productions in thesummerof 1995
to bring together thewritingskills

and theatrical experience of Fox,
Martone and Chuck Stephenson.
Together, they promote "jokeboy"
as Cleveland's answer to the call
fo r sketch comedy, unlike anything else seen in Northeast Ohio.
But, if )okeboy" truly is unique,
then the audience may have no
idea what to expect, although Fox
has some suggestions. "The unexpected -I know it's a cliche," said
Fox. "They should think and
laugh. It's more of the club atmosphere."
However, if that still doesn't
give any ind icati on of how the
group of sketches might fit together, playwright Martone said,
"The show has a cohesion ro it. It
plays on themes of communication and perception. For instance
jokeboy' is a combination of the
most ludicrous humor with the
heroic context he's set in."
"jokeboy," which opened Friday, March 22 and runs Friday,
Saturday and Sunday nights
through Saturday, April 13, features a cast of eight actors who
call themselves the Migrant Comedy Workers. including Katie
Bechtold, Beth Beer (a 1994 JCU
graduate), Brian Fox, Larry
Highbaugh, Michael Nassif, Keith
Reilly,Joe Ruffner and jim Szuk
Costumed in jeans and redT-shirts,
the actors quickly shift characters
aided only by a few sparse props,
mainly hats. During the 25-skit
show, each actor plays at least 15
characters, a broad mix between
low and highbrow humor.
Fox points to the comedic
subtleties needed by the actors and
admits each actor is a literal contradiction. "The aura of the migrant worker is a mixture of intelligence, goofiness, sarcasm and
brashness. The ensemble creates

Sun-fast- ic

a balance," he explained. "You have
to make itreal and believable. Out
of the situation, the humor will
come."
"Jokeboy" writers, Stephenson
and Martone, knew what they
thought was funny and gave the
actors room to invent within the
confi nes of the script of this twoact comedy. "It's one-and-a-half
hours of being lied to-everything
is blatantly not true," said Martone,
who also directs. 1The production]shows how people serve their
own needs in communication."
Every combination of humor
is spiked with a message of skepticism, making for a tension bet ween the sacred and the profane,
even though Stephenson and
Martone agree that the show's pri• mary purpose is to entertain.
For instance, in the sketch
"Schoolhouse Crock," a grinning
actor sings about buying "Manhattan because the contracts were
written in Latin" as the others act
outthe situation. "There's a really
cynical message about the treatment of Indians couched in a
happy song," Stephenson said.
At the end of each sketch or
round, one of the actors rings a
bell as a cue to the audience that
they're moving on to the next topic.
In addition to participating in
skits,Beerand Nassif are the token
audience members who discuss
the show in between skits, commenting on the action much like
they would expect the audience
to.
The pace and variation of the
show catch the audience offguard, smacking them with intellectual satire and Three Stooges
physical humor, not that that's a
bad thing by any means.
Maybe this is foreshadowing?

Give Till It

MEGAHERTZ

'Canning Salon

STUDENT SPECIAL

Jill Tan

Lanl Asslly
Assistant Entertainment Editor
Witchcraft. Deceit. Murder.
Mythology. All are a far cry from
your typical fairy tale, but that's
what makes TheWiechofEndor, a
play by Nancy Kiefer, stand out
from all the rest
The Witch oJEndor world-premieres at the Wings Theatre in
Greenwich Village in Manhattan.
There's a sneak preview tomorrow
night (March 29), but the production officially opens Friday, April
5 and runs through May 17, for a
total of 24 performances.
"Out of all my 12 full-length
plays, this one has the biggest cast
- nine characters- and it has the
most complicated storyline," said
Kiefer, playwright and visiting in structor in communications at
JCU.Shewrote The WitchofEndor
in 1993, and it reached fi nals and
semifinals in several playwriting
competitions before making its
onstage debut in New York Her
plays have been produced nation-

wide, including Los Angeles and
both off-Broadway and off-offBroadway in New York.
As Kiefer descnbes It, the play
hasaonce-upon-a-timequalityto
it "lt's loosely based on a murder
thattookplaceinEnglandtnl860
-the Constance Kent case."
Kent, who is characterized as
16-year-old
Katherine
Cooke in the
play, was a
y o u n g
woman who
p 1e a d e d
Of
guilty
to
b r uta ll y
murdering
her younger
half -brother, even though townspeople knew she was innocent.
"Every play I've ever written has
been based on true stories 1came
across and read about, but I em bellish them with mythology and
mystery," said Kiefer.
In the Kent case, justice was

never served. No one ever dtscovered who committed the crime.,
but Constance's father was a suspee t. In The Witch of Endor,
Katherine's father, Edwin Cooke,
isgutltyof commmingthecrimc.
Othercharactersmtheproduction include Cecilia Battle, a governess and Katherine's evil step-

"Peop/e die, get married, haVe
kidS and go Crazy a/1 Within a
perioc/ a year and a haff... "
a ncy Kiefer
mother;andNellie Lister, the good
theist witch (a firm believer in
God).AccordingtoKiefer,Nellie is
the first western reference to a
witch; the play takes place in the
hctional town of End or, located in
Ohio.
The Witch of Endor is signifi

cant not only because of its characters, but the onstage acttvity
calls for several set changes
"People die. get married, have kids
andgocrazyall within a period of
a year and a half," said Kiefer.
lt seems the play would pose
quite a challenge for director
Charles Geyer, but his extensive
experience in theatre prepared
him forthischallenge. He brought
two language coaches to the set to
make sure the characters could
correctly pronunmte Hebrew
and Latin words presented in the
script. "He's very meticulous,"
Kiefer added. "I'm impressed with
his attention to detail and his historical accuracy."
Obviously thedirectorwasattracted to the script, but what attracts aud1ences to The Witch of

Endor?
"The play includes something
for everybody," said Kiefer, "adultery, murder, witchcraft, violence,
mental ill ness and humor."
Spoken like a true playwnght.

-Brian Sparks
Stabbing Westward

Wither Bliste,. Bwrn +Peel
(Columbia)

&&&
The new release from Stabbing
Westward, Wither Blister Burn+
Peel, contains 10 fairly decent industrial-type songs. There is a
definite groove to thealbum,courtesy of vocalist Christopher Hall,
keyboardist Walter Flak us, bassist jim Sellers and drummer Andy
Kubiszewski.
All the band members take
turns on guitar, which adds to the
grind of tracks such as "I Don't
Believe" and "Falls Apart." The
only major drawback is the lyrics.
Although melodically and, at
times, fo rcefully sung by Hall, the
lyrics don't display an overwhelming amount of creativity. The
words attempt to capture feelings
associated with depression and
coping with everyday problems.
The one song that stands out
lyrically and musically is the
ninth track, "S leep." It tells the
story of a girl whosuffers from the
physical and emotional turbulence caused by incest and sexual
molestation: "She stares intently at

1

the door; /iste nsfo r hi sfootsteps. She
hnows exactly what's in store and
the !mowing makes it worse."
The song captures the group's
essence, which is on other tracks.
On "Sleep," they seemed to give
the impression th at they've been
there, or that they can empathize.
Stabbing Westward demonstrates
potential - keep an eye out for
them.

-joe Halaiko

Sunday, March 24
thru Sunday, March 31

Support College Radio

NEW fOC,tiT<JON
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If you're looking fora fresh new
alternative CD that hasn't been
overplayed on the radio, you can 't
go wrong with Nobody's CooL, the
second release from New Yorkbased band Lotion.
Following their first release,full
Isaac, Lotion return with a modern· pop sound simtlar to bands
such as Radiohead, Afghan
Whigs, Moist and a more aggressive Counting Crows. The best
thmg about Lotion is lead vocalist
Tony Zajkowski, whosoundssimilartotheCrows' Adam Duritz, but
his vocals are smoother and less
whiny than Duritz's.
Zajkowski's dynamics reflect
the different styles of each song
on Nobody's Cool. Some tunes are
very slow and melodic, such as
"T he Enormous Room" and
"Na medropper," while others like
"Dear Sir" and "The New Timmy,"
the t woopening tracks, are harder
and more guitar-driven.
Highlights on the CD include
the two opening songs and juggernaut," probably the best track
and representative of the sounds
Lonon has lO offer.
Wi.t h Nobody's Cool, Lotion has
come up with a good example of
modern music.

Kiefer's Witch ofEndor takes Manhattan
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Kevin Bachman

If good things come in small
packages, rhen the john Carroll
Universuy baseball team has
found a pearl by the name of
Tommy Kennedy.
"TK," a senior second baseman
from Rochester, NY, came to Cleveland 1n the fall of 1992. because he
saw john Carroll as a .>ehooi with
a great business reputation and a
chance to play baseb.dL

But TK overcame seemingly
insurmountable odds at Carroll
when he stepped on the baseball
scene in the fall of 1992.
"The first couple of days were
difficult," Kennedy said. "Theseniors that year were huge, about 6
feet and 200 pounds, and they
were like, 'Who's this guy?' But, 1
relaxed and started to play like I
knew I could."
Gerry Schweickert, Kennedy's
baseball coach from 1993 to 1995

said Kennedy's size was not a factor in his play his freshman and
sophomore years.
"His first two years he did magnificent! y well,"Sch weickertsaid.
'Last year, after he got hurt, he let
it get to him and it affected him
mentally."
Last year, Kennedy was moved
from second base to short because
the every dayshortstop, Tony
Pizzuti , inJured his right shoulder.
Although he felt comfortable

Tennis teams v· ctorious
Men win two, women one last weekend
Shannon Sulllva:.:.n:.__ __
Staff Reporter

As john Carroll University's
tennis teams are beginning their
run for the Ohio Athletic Conference Championship, they are

Bishops of Ohio Wesieyan,Carroll
tookaimat conferencerivalCapital. The Blue Streaks took their
second straight 6-3 win in defeating the Crusaders.
Aile again
led t he way,
winning his
singles match
in three sets,
6-0, 3-6, 6-4
and
again
teaming with
Bode to w in
their doubles
match 6· 2, 6·

~~;~~~he ::a;.es "Although we had
On the road
last week , the
men left their
mark early bydefeating
Ohio
wesleyan The
Blue Streaks won
6-3,winningfour
of 1he six singles
matches.
Taking charge
of the situation
and ieadmg the
way were junior
Patrick Alle and
phmrR n
Bode , both win ningtheirsingles
matches and
then teammg up to win their
doubles match .
·A !though we had a rough start
in Florida,"sa1d Alle,"beatingOhlo
Wesleyan for the first time ever
raised our confidence levels considerably."
After dropping the Banling

a rough start in

Florida, beating
Ohio Wesleyan for
the first time ever

raised our
confidence levels
considerably..,
Pat Aile

1
A \so easing through
in the doubles
competition
were sophomores Mark
Gentile and

Ed
hm!t '
winning 6-2,

6-1.
"We pulled
together as a team and performed
well," commented Schmitt .
Alongwith thesetof wins from
the men, john Carroll women's
team opened its conference season with a win over Capital, by a
score of 6-3.
Not showing any sign of hav-

ing an off-season, senior Missy
Owen and junior Susan Okuley
squashed Capital's top duo in #l
doubles, 10-3. They return as the
only Blue Streaks to win a OAC
title in 1995.
Owen also took her first singles
match, 10-6. Behind her, sophomore Salwa Altahawi took a 10-4
decision at fourth si ngles, and
sophomore jen Schwartz breezed
through her third singles match
with a score of 10-l.
With returners showing the
ropes, two newcomers followed.
Freshman AdrienneTimonere
won a tight match with a 10-7 final. Lindsey Wiggins, another
freshm an, teamed up with sophomore Katie King to lock in the victory of 10-3 at #3 doubles.
"We began the season optimistic," said Timonere, 'and agamst
Capital we just pulled together."
end t e men' team
hi
hosts Muskingum College in its
second OAC march of the season
on Saturday at 11:00 a.m.
Meanwhile, the women's team
will spend muchof the weekend
in southeast ern Ohi.o as they travel
to New Concord to face
Muskingum on Friday at 3:30p.m.
and then visit Marietta for another
OAC match Saturday morning at
1100.

Steven R. Colaianni
Staff Reporter
Nearly every television v1ewer
isfamiharw1th the com mercia\ for
Chevrolet trucks which features
the Bob Seger classic ,"Like A Rock."
In the com1,ercial, the truc ks are
compared to· rongobjectsthatare
always dependable and reliable. In
fact,Junior Angela Rochowiakdisplays many of the same character
quali ties <IS a Chevy truck.
First, she IS strong. After all, a
person does not get the nickname
"Rock" for nothing. As catcher for
rhe softball team, goalkeeper for
the soccer team and a member of
the rugby team, Rock is used to the
rough-and-LUmble aspect of the
sports she plays.
"When you pia} the positions I
play, you lear11 to expect a lot of
physicalcontact,"sald Rochowiak.
"It's just pan of the job."
"She's not afraid of con tact,"said
Coach Gretchen Weitbrecht. "In
fact, I think she's happier when
there is contact on the field. She's

at short, Kennedy said last year stay close to him off the field."
was a little rough because he went
Marc Thibeault, a sophomore
outtoshoweveryone that he could pitcher who also splits time in the
make the switch.
outfield, said that the team looks
"It was hard at first, and I knew up to TK as a ballplayer and as a
lcou lddo it," Kennedy said."! wem person.
out thinking that I had something
"Besides, TK, I'm probably the
to prove, and l
second smallest
think that hurt
player on the
my game."
team," Thibeault
Kennedy's
said. "So to see
numbers
himgoupand hit
dropped off from
some
pretty
his 1994 season
rough pitching
totals. His batting
and play some
average fell 2.5
slick defense is
points and he
pretty admimade 17 errors,
rable."
up from three the
It would be
previous year.
easier to compete
Sofarthisyear,
on the college
Kennedy is hitlevel if he were a
ting .286 and has
little
taller,
only made one
Kennedy said.
error in the field.
"I think if l
He hit a key basewere 5'9", I'd have
clearing double Tommy Kennedy
moreconfidence,
in the Malone
andlwould n'tgo
game that helped the Streaks pull out there wi th something to
out a 10-8 vicrory.
prove."
Kennedy said he uses his size
But Schweikert said Kennedy
as an advantage to show others, proved he could play ball that fall
and more important ly, himself, in 1992..
that he can compete at this level.
"His fresh man year,we released
"I think it's more of a driving three upperclass second basemen
force and motivation than any- based on what he showed us in the
thing," Kennedy said. "I'm prov- fall," Schweickert sa id . "l used to
ing to myself that l can compete tease him and tell him the only
with bigger, stronger kids by im- reason I kept him on the team is
proving my speed and defense."
because he was the only one who
Senior Tony Pizzuti has been a was shorter than I was."
teammate and a friend of
Thibeault said that as a sophoKennedy's for three years. Pizzuti more, he and the other guys look
seesKennedyasacompetitorwho to the older players as leaders.
makes the most of his ability.
"As underclassmen, when we
"He's hard-nosed with a killer get into a situation where we do
in st inct, and he plays bigger than not know what to do, we look to
he is," Pizzuti said. "As a person, the seniors, and one of those sehe's someone you might play with niors 1 look up to is Tommy
for four years, but you'll always Kennedy."

Dan Bansley
Staff Reporter
The John Carroll University
men's track team has taken on a
younger look this season with over
nine freshmen contrib uting to the
varsity meets.
Most often, when you think of a
varsity sport, you th ink of juniors
and seniors, but this team has it all,
from seniors to fres hman .
Coach Stupica has t hou ght
high ly of the freshmen class from
the start.
"I anti cip ... ted they would do
well,"Stupicasaid. 'Theyareagood
group of athletes and good students."
These freshmen have had no
problem making the transition
from high school to college track.
Their performances so far this season are testimony to that.
Eric Lucius,shot put, placed second in the Oberl in meet and fourth
at Denison. Sprinters Eric Balish
and Steve Spenthoff have helped
out with the 4x400 meter relay
team. They placed second at the
Ohio Northern indoor meet. Balish
also placed second in the 400 meter
dash at Denison. Kyle Rey nolds
has helped out in the 4x:200 meter

EARLY SESSION

LATE SESSION

Six weeks beginning June 28 (6 pm)
• Day, evening or weekend classes.

great scores

• Courses in business, arts and sciences,
education, nursing.
• All courses applicable to Lcyola
University Chicago degrees.

are over,she would like to win the
OAC championship, something .
the softball team has not done in
Rock's previous two yearsatjCU.
"lt is possible to have a successful season without winning the
OACs though," Rock says. "I just
want to have fun."
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Pitt's all-new summer program offers you
more of what you want and need ...
MORE COURSES • MORE SESSIONS • MORE CHOICES

~-------------------------------------------------,
THE SUMMER SESSIONS
To receive your free copy of the 1996 :

The Summer Sessions bulletin,
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return coupon or call (312) 91S-6501. :

Chicago, IL60611·2196
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D'Angelo proved that the sixth
time was the charm, placing
eighth in the 3-meter diving
co mpetition to earn All-Ameri can accolades at the 1996
NCAA Division Ill Men's Swimming and Diving Championship.

-

FRIDAYS

• Convenient Touch- Tone registration
(TTR) system.

Owen picked up where she left
off last year by pounding
Capital's top duo in #I doubles
with partner Susan Okuley. The
I 0-3 victory helped lift the
women's tennis team past
Capital by the score of 6-3.

possibly working for the FB I. A
true student-athlete, Rock maintains a 3 OGPA as a Sociology major and Spanish minor.
"I'm laid back and easy going,
but l'm always giving 100 percent
in whatever [do," Rock says.
Before her days of JCU softball

Tom Cassidy placed second in the
55-meter hurdles in the same
meet. Rounding out the freshmen team members are sprinter
Scott Mullan , distance runners
Andy Young, Joe Nowak and
James Van Dress, and lone long
jumper john O'Donogh~e.
This group is very confiden t
and has set high goals.
"This freshmen class is very
strong," Reynolds said, "and the
team should be good for years to
come."
Cassidy is happy he is making
an impact, but his goal this year is
to "stay competitive."
W hat makes this group special is that the transition from
htgh school to college has no t
played a toll on them. They all
have taken everything in stride
and kept on running. The main
goal for them accordi ng to Van
Dress is to "do better each week."
One thing that all thesefreshmen know is that only one thing
matters: winn in g the Ohio Athletic Conference.
They will do anything to help
the team to win.
T~E

I I I

Junior Angela Rochowiak takes some tosses in the gym.

EUCLID AVE at Rt. 91
WILLOUGHBY • 951-2208

• Classes held at Loyola's Lake Shore
(Chicago), Water Tower (Chicago),
Medical Center (Maywood), and
Ma/linckrodt (Wilmette) CtJmpuses.

Loyola University Chicago

"My teammates are great, and
definitely an aggress1ve player."
Second, she is dependable. we have a lot of fun together on
Whether she is behind the plate and off thefield," Ro howiaksays.
or in front of the net, Rock is a "It's nice to have confidence myour
teammatesand to know they have
leader on the field.
"A catcher or a keeper dictates confidence m you also. That's
the calls on the field and has a what a team IS all about."
Confidence from the coaching
great deal of influence on the
staff is a!so important to Rock.
game," Rochowiak satd.
"I really like the fact that Coach
"Rock is my security blanket
when I'm on the mound," said jun- Weitbrecht and Coach [Cindy]
ior pitcher Angel Koss. iRock] 'Malloy are always willing to give
emerges as a natural leader even any of the players some extra time
though she does nm need the la- beyond practice," Roc howiak says.
"The coaches are always willing
bel [of being a leader] "
Currently leading the softball to give me one more hit."
Rock's tireless work et hie origiteam in doubles and runs scored,
Rock has assumed a leadershtp nated in childhood as she grew up
role on the team, but she shares playing sports in a family of eight.
"I was put in sports when l was
that responsibility with ot hers.
"We are a young team," veryyoung,"Rocksays. "My brothRochowiak says. "Team leader- ers and sisters played sports too, so
ship is really shared among the we.all grew up playing together."
Idolizing Detroit Tigers' shortfive jun iors. We all want to play
stop Alan Trammel wasalsoa parr
hard , have fun and win."
An un selfish person. Rock of growing up for the Pinckney, Ml
stresses the we part when she native. Like the ex:-Tiger, she also
dons the number three.
talks about her teammates.
"Some of my family worked at
Tiger Stadium, and I grew up
cheeringforthe Tigers," says Rock.
Someday Rock would like to
relay to a first place finish in the
pursue
a career in criminology,
Greater Cleveland College meer.

Men's track frosh step up

Six weeks beginning May 17 (6 pm)

820 N. Michigan Avenue
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Rochowiak's lead 'solid as a Rock'

TK: Keystone cornerstone for ]CU baseball
Staff Reporter
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Staff Reporter

lf good things come in small
packages, then the John Carroll
University baseball team has
found a pearl by the name of
Tommy Kennedy.
"TK," a senior second baseman
from Rochester,NY,cametoCieveland m the fall of 1992 because he
saw john Carroll .IS a school with
a great business reputation and a
chance to play baseb,tll

But Tl< overcame seemmgly
insurmountable odds at Carroll
when he stepped on the baseball
scene in the fall of 1992.
"The first couple of days were
dtfficult,"Kennedysaid. "Theseniors that year were huge,about6
feet and 200 pounds, and they
were like, 'Who's th1s guy'' But, I
relaxed and started to play I ike I
knew l could. "
Gerry Schweickert, Kennedy:S
baseball coach from 1993 to 1995

said Kennedy's size was not a factor in his play his freshman and
sophomore years.
"His first two years he did magnificently well," Schweickertsaid.
"Last year, after he got hurt, he let
it get to him and it affected him
mentally."
Last year, Kennedy was moved
from second base to short because
the every dayshortstop, Tony
Pizzuti, injured hisrightshoulder.
Although he felt comfortable

Tennis teams victorious
Men win two, women one last weekend
Shannon Sullivan
Staff Reporter

As john Carroll University's
tennis teams are beginning their
run for the Ohio Athletic Conference Championship. they are

Bishops of Ohio Wesleyan, Carroll
took aim at conference rival Capital. The Blue Streaks took their
second straight 6-3 win in defeating the Crusaders.
Aile again
led the way,
winning his
singles match
in three sets,
6-0, 3-6, 6-4
and
again
teaming with
Bode to win
their doubles
match 6-2, 63.
AI so easing through
in the doubles
competitio n
were sophomores Mark
Gentile and
Pat Aile Ed hmitt ,
winning 6-2,
6-l.
"We pulled
together as a team and performed
well," commented Schmitt.
Along with the set of wins from
the men, john Carroll women's
team opened its conference season with a win over Capital, by a
score of 6-3.
Not showing any sign of hav-

~~:~~~he ~a~es ''Although we had
On the road
last week. the
men lef t their
markearlybydefearing
Ohio
wesleyan . The
Blue Streaks won
6-3,winningfour
of the six singles
matches.
Taking charge
of the situation
and leading the
way were junior
Pamck Aile and
~omrR

a rough start In
Florida, beating
Ohio Wesleyan for
the first time ever
raised our

confidence levels
considerably."

n

Bode, both wtnningtheirsingles
matches
and
then teaming up to win their
doubles match.
"Although we had a rough start
m Florida,' said Alle,"beatingOhio
Wesleyan for the first time ever
raised our confidence levels constdcrably"
After dropp1ng the Battling

ing an off-season, senior Missy
Owen and junior Susan Okuley
squashed Capital's top duo in #l
doubles, 10-3. They return as the
only Blue Streaks to win a OAC
title in 1995.
Owenalsotook her first singles
match, 10-6. Behind her, sophomore Salwa Altahawi took a 10-4
decision at fourth singles, and
sophomorejen Schwartz breezed
through her third singles match
with a score of lQ-1.
With returners showing the
ropes, two newcomers followed.
Freshman AdrienneTimonere
won a tight match with a 10-7 final. Lindsey Wiggins, another
freshman , teamed up with sophomore Katie King to lock in the victory of 10-3 at #3 doubles.
"We began the season optimistic,' said Timonere, "and against
Capi tal we just pulled together.'
This ee nd t e men' earn
hosts Muskingum College in its
second OAC match of the season
on Saturday at 11:00 a.m.
Meanwhile , the women's team
will spend muchof the weekend
in southeastern Ohioas they travel
to New Concord to face
Muskingumon Friday at 3:30p.m.
and then visit Marietta for another
OAC match Saturday morning at
11:00.
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Rochowiak's lead 'solid as a Rock'

TK: Keystone cornerstone for ]CU baseball
Kevin Bachman·
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Steven R. Colaianni
Staff Reporter

Near! y every television v1ewer
tsfamdiar with the commercial for
Chevrolet trucks which features
the Bob Seger classic,"Like A Rock."
ln the comll,ercial, the trucks arc
com pared to .·· rongobjects that are
alwaysdependableand reliable. In
fact,jun 1or Angela Rochowiak displays many of the same character
qualities aS a Chevy truck.
First, she is strong. After all. a
person does not get the nickname
"Rock" for nothing. As catcher for
the softball team, goalkeeper for
the soccer team and a member of
the rugby team, Rock is used to the
rough-and-tumble aspect of the
sports she plays.
"W hen you pia; the positions I
play, you lean• to expect a lot of
physical contact,"sJid Rochowiak.
"It's just part of the job."
"She's not afraid of contact," said
Coach Gretchen We it brecht. "In
fact , I think she's happie r when
there is contact on the field. She's

at short, Kennedy said last year stay close to him off the field."
was a little rough because he went
Marc Thibeault, a sophomore
out to show everyone that he could pitcher who also splits time in the
make the switch.
outfield, said that the team looks
"It was hard at first, and I knew up to TK as a ballplayer and as a
!could do it,"Kennedy said. "I went person.
out thinking that I had something
"Besides, TK, I'm probably the
to prove, and l
second smallest
think that hurt
player on the
my game."
team," Thibeault
Kennedy ' s
said. "So to see
numbers
himgoupand hit
dropped off from
some
pretty
his 1994 season
tough pitching
totals. His batting
and play some
average fell 25
slick defense is
points and he
pretty admimade 17 errors,
rable."
up from three the
It would be
previous year.
easier to compete
Sofarthisyear,
on the colleg e
Kennedy is hitlevel if he were a
ring .286 and has
little
taller,
only made one
Kennedy said.
error in the field.
"l think if I
Hehitakeybasewere 5'9",1'd have
clearing double Tommy Kennedy
moreconfidence,
in the Malone
and l wouldn'tgo
game that helped the Streaks pull out t here with something to
out a 10-8 victory.
prove."
Kennedy said he uses his size
But Schweikert said Kennedy
as an advantage to show others, proved he could play ball that fall
and more importan tly, himself, in 1992.
t hat he can compete at this level.
"His freshman year, we released
"I think it's more of a driving three upperclass second basemen
force and motivation than any- based on what he showed us in the
thing," Ken nedy said. "I'm prov- fall ," Schweickert said. "I used to
ing to myself that I can compete tease him and tell him the only
with bigger, stronger kids by im- reason I kept him on the team is
proving my speed and defense"
because he was the only one who
Senior Tony Pizzuti has been a was shorter than I was."
teamm ate and a friend of
Thibeault said that as a sophoKennedy's for three years. Pizzuti more , he and the other guys look
seesKennedyasacompetitorwho to the older players as leaders.
makes the most of his ability.
"As underclassmen , when we
"He's hard-nosed with a killer get into a situation where we do
instinct, and he plays bigger than not know what to do, we look to
he is," Pizzuti said. • As a person, the seniors, and one of those sehe's someone you might play with niors I look up to is Tommy
for four years, but you'll always Kennedy."

"My teammates are great, and
definnely an aggressive player."
Second , she IS dependable. we have a lot of fun wgether on
Whether she is behind the plate and off the f1eld ," Rochowiaksays.
or in front of the net, Rock IS a "It's nice to have confidence in your
teammates and toknowtheyhave
leader on the field.
•A catcher or a keeper dictates confidence in you also. That's
the calls on the field and has a what a team is all about."
Confidence£ rom the coaching
great deal of influence on the
game," Rochowiak said.
staff is also important to Rock.
"I real! y like the fact that Coach
"Rock is my security blanket
when l'monthemound,"satdjun- Weitbrecht and Coach [Cindy]
ior pitcher Angel Koss. 1Rockl ·Malloy are always willing to give
emerges as a natural leader even any of the playerssomeextra time
though she does not need the la- beyond practice,"Rochowiaksays.
"T he coaches are always willing
bel [of being a leader!."
Currently leading the softball to give me one more hit."
Rock's tireless work ethic ongiteam in doubles and runs scored,
Rock has assumed a leadership nated in childhood as she grew up
role on the team, but she shares playing sports in a family of eight.
"I was put in sports when I was
that responsibility with others.
"We are a young team," very young,"Rocksays. "My brothRochowiak says. "Team leader- ersand sisters played sports too, so
ship is really shared among the we all grew up playing together"
Idolizing Detroit Tigers' shortfive juniors. We all want to play
stop Alan Trammel wasalsoa part
hard, have fun and win."
An unselfish person, Rock of growing up for the Pinckney, Ml
stresses the we part when she native. Like the ex-Tiger, she also
dons the n urn ber three.
talks about her teammates.
"Some of my family worked at
Tiger Stadium, and I grew up
cheering for the Tigers," says Rock.
Someday Rock would like to
relay to a first place fi nish in the
Greater Cleveland College meet. pursue a career in criminology.

Men's track frosh step up
Dan Bansley
Staff Reporter

EARLY SESSION

Six weeks beginning May 17 (6 pm)

LATE SESSION
Six weeks beginning June 28 (6 pm)
• Day, evening or weekend classes.
• Courses in business, arts and sciences,
education, nursing.

The john Carroll University
men's track team has take n on a
younger look th is season with over
nine freshmen contributing to the
varsity meets.
Most often, when you think of a
varsity sport, you think of juniors
and sen iors, but this team has it all,
from seniors to freshman .
Coach Stupica has thought
highly of the freshmen class from
' the start.
"I anucip ... ted they would do
well,"Stupicasaid. "Th yare a good
group of athletes and good students."
These freshmen have had no
problem making the transition
from high school to college track.
Their performances so far this season are testimony to that.
Eric Luci us,shot put, placed second in the Oberlin meet and fourth
at Denison. Sprinters Eric Balish
and Steve Spenthoff have helped
out with the 4x400 meter relay
team. They placed second at the
Ohio Northern indoor meet. Balish
also placed second in the 400 meter
dash at Denison. Kyle Reynolds
has helped out in the 4x200 meter

Tom Cassidy placed seco nd m the
55-meter hurdles in the same
meet. Rounding out the freshmen team members are sprinter
Scott Mullan, distance runners
Andy Yo ung, Joe Nowak and
James Van Dress, and lone long
jumper John O'Donoghye.
This group is very confident
and has set high goals.
"This freshmen class is very
strong." Reynolds said, "and the
team should be good for years to
co
Cassidy is happy he is making
an impact, but his goal this year is
to "stay competitive."
What makes this group special is that the transition from
high school to college has not
played a toll on them. They all
have taken everything in stride
and kept on running. The main
goal for them according to Van
Dress is to "do better each week."
One thing that all these freshmen know is that only one thing
matters: winning the Ohio Athletic Conference.
They will do anything to help
the team to win.

great scores ...
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Junior Angela Rochowiak takes some tosses in the
possibly working for the FBI. A
true student-athlete, Rock maintains a 3.0 GPA as a Sociology major and Spanish minor.
''l'm laid back and easy going,
but I'm always giving 100 percent
in whatever I do," Rock says.
Before her days of JCU softball

gym.

are over, she would like to win the
OAC championship, something
the softball team has not done in
Rock's previous two years atJCU.
"It is possible to have a successful seaso n without winmng the
OACs though." Rock says. "I just
want to have fun."
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• All courses applicable to l.cyola
University Chicago degrees.

EUCLID AVE 1t Rt. 111
WILLOUGHBY • 951-2208

• Classes held at Loyola's Lake Shore
(Chicago), Water Tower (Chicago),
Medical Center (Maywood), and
Ma/linckrodt (Wilmette) campuses.

FRIDAYS
Playing all ytlllf favorite: dance hits
including Hip-Hop, R4B, + Top 40

• Convenient Touch -Tone registration
(TTR) system.

r-------------------------------------------------,
To r~ceive your free copy of the t
THE SuMMER SESSIONS

Loyola University Chicago
820 N. Michigan Avenue
Chicago,IL60611-2196

996 :
1

The Summer Sessions bulletin,

return coupon or cat! (312) 915-650 1. :
1
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Owen picked up where she left
off last year by pounding
Capital's top duo in # I doubles
with partner Susan Okuley: The
l 0-3 victory helped lift the
women's tennis team past
Capital by the score of 6-3.

D'Angelo proved that the sixth
t ime was the cham;, placing
eighth in the 3-meter diving
competition to eam All-American accolades at the 1996
NCAA Division Ill Men's Swimming and Diving Championship.

I

I

1/l PRICE ADMISSION
·PLUS·
DRAFT BEER NIGHT

MORE COURSES • MORE SESSIONS • MORE CHOICES
• Transferable courses offered days,

great
teachers ...
Kaplan helps you focus
~our test preP. study
w ere you nee~ it most.
Our teachers will show
you the P.roven skills and
test-taldnH techniques
to he p you •••

get a higher

score

KAPLAN

CALL 1·800-KAP·TEST

Pitt's all-new summer program offers you
more of what you want and need ...
evenings and Saturdays.

• 4, 6, and 12-week sessions starting
NIGHT

I

3Q

&OVER ALWAYS FREE

Frtd•y & S.turrl•y
before 10 PM with thl• •dl
One Coupon Per Pe,-.on.
(Expires M•rch 30, 19911)

Please send University of Pittsburgh
Summer 1996 Schedule of Classes to:

1 Name

in May, June and July.

I Mailing address
I
St2tc _ _ Zip
• Economical tuition for PA residents. I Ciry
I Tdcphonc ( _ _)
REGISTRATION BEGINS MARCH 11 I I learned of che Univcrsiry of Pimburgh's Summer Sessions from
I
UniverSity/College.
To request a Summer 1996 Schedule •..
• Easy registration by

-------------FREE ADMISSION

r--------------a

I
I

mail.

J 2.

Mail the coupon at right
Call (412} 383-8600, or
E-mail summer+@pitt.edu

I

ncwsp<1pcr at

1 Mati to:

University Summer Sessions
University of Pittsburgh
40S Cathedral of Learning
l'ictsburgh, !'A 15260-6119.

I
I
I
I
I
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Cleveland Public Schools are going ... going ...
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Still living in the shadow of chemical warfare
Jessica Mathews
Spec1al to The Washington Post

A truly 'rnajor'

gone.

problem
By looking at the calendar (or getting a yellow
reminder card in one's mailbox), one realizes that the
time is now upon most of us to begin filling out our
APR's in preparation for Falll996 course registration.
(By the way, have you picked up your registration book
yet?) Glancing through the course lists of many departments, it becomes glaringly apparent that some of the
lists are very short in length. And no, the printer did not
switch to a smaller font.
The fact is that many departments are not offering
nearly as many elective courses as they have in the past,
and while this is the effect of several different causes, a
major factor is the Freshman Seminar program, mandated by the new core. Professors (numbering 40 in all)
have been pulled from their respective departments left
and right in order to teach a section of this seminar.
Question: Should upper-class students looking for
interesting (and much needed) courses to fill their major
requirements and prepare them for their life's work
suffer because of the Freshman Seminar?
The answer: No. But unfortunately, this will happen
unless something is done about it, and soon. Departments
such as Communications, Education, History and Political Science all have noticeably shorter course lists when
compared to Spring '96 registration books.
The department that has seen perhaps the most
drastic cutbacks in course offerings for next semester
(and that will serve as our case study) is Political Science.
And, students are noticing ... and doing something about
it. The reasons for the cutbacks are many, ranging anywherefrom the budget to a decline in Political Science
majors over the past few years. That number of majors is
on th rise. thi year however, which th number of
cour e selections should reflect, but do not. And the main
reason behind all of this is a lack of professors to teach
the courses. And just why is there this lack of professors?
Certainly not because the Political Science department is
lacking qualified educators, but rather because their time
to teach upper level courses has been reduced because
three of the department's faculty will each be teaching a
section of the Freshman Seminar.
The Freshman Seminar, in and of itself, may be an
excellent idea and program that will enhance the education of incoming freshmen. It is recognized that the
professors chosen to teach seminar were selected from a
diverse number of departments to further benefit the
program, and perhaps their own teaching opportunities;
but, something needs to be done about the external
impacts this seminar is having on many of the major
departments. lf a few more professors need to be brought
in, 1et's encourage the schoo1 to hire them.
Let the Political Science department (and students)
be an example. Last week, many Political Science students were outraged, and created somewhat of a stir
among the professors and chair of the department. The
result? There is already some talk of a course being added
in time for next semester. While nothing is guaranteed,
this only further proves that students do have a voice,
and that when that voice is heard, things can happen.
So, don't sit back and complain only to your peers
about the lack of courses being offered in your rnajor for
next fall. Speak up, and let someone know how you feelthat's the only way things will ever change.

HITS & misses
HIT: The Grounds Crew digging a path for
all those who find it necessary to walk in
between Sutowski and the O'Malley Center.
m I s s(e d): Karaoke in the cafeteria Saturday night ... what happened to it? m I s s: Far
too many people running unopposed for class
offices. HIT: Bertolt Brecht's play, The Good
Woman of Setzuan. (Hint: Check it out this
Friday or Saturday in Kulas.)

jg96

Baseball and books: We can be fans of both
Less than oneweek.Onlyfourdays, in fact. FOUR season. Bur not just because the Tribe won lOOgames
DAYS! Okay, that is really soon. Sooner than even I in a shortened season, or made it to the World Series.
had realized. Now,you'reprobablythinkingtoyour- What stands out even more is the way people all
self right now, "Self, what on earth is this girl talking over were united by this baseball dream team and
about? Four days unti I what?" Well, while there rna y season. Cleveland has, as a city, made a comeback
be a few of you out there who know exactly what I from the disintegrating metropolis it had the re puam talking about, I recognize that most of you prob- tationofbeingduring the 1970sand much of the 80s.
ably have no idea. You see, in just four days, on Part of that is due to the way Clevelanders, and the
Monday, April!, the Cleveland Indians have their rest of the country, turned out in support of the
home opener for the 1996 baseball season.
baseball team from the old "miscake on the lake."
Now, you may be wondering, is this a topic that is
But, this is old news,that has been heard before, in
really worthy of a commentary? Well, in fact, this is great abundance last fall, and throughout rhe wina topic that has become-----~~~~=~~~~ ter. Now,withspringfinallyonits
worthy of commenting
way,itistimetotakeanewlookat
upon. I chose to comment
Kristen
rhe situation. Cleveland is a city
on this topic because as
Schneldler
with itsreputationomherise,partly
anyonewhoknowsmecan
OpnionEditor
because of baseball (even nonvouch for, I am one of the
sports fans cannot deny the influbiggest Cleveland Indians
ences)Xlrtshave in our society). But,
fans that can be found. But,
Cleveland still has a long way togo.
I know that not everyone
Commentary
Afew weeksago,theCleveland City
shares my passion for this,
Schools all but formally fell apart.
and so, instead of driving
MostClevelandersarestilloutraged
everyone nuts for the nextf ew months, lam going to thatCityCouncil is willing to spend more money on
get out all of my enthusiasm for the upcoming sea- building a new stadium than on the schools. And,
son right now ... hopefully.
the point of this commentary is that, even !, one of
This commentary is really about how the Cleve- the biggest Cleveland Indians fans, recognizes that
land Indians and baseball affect our lives and our we must first and foremost be Cleveland fans ... fans
city, not about any sports stats and scores. So, non- of the city, and its future, which lies in education.!
S)Xlrts fans, stay with me here ... (Although 1 must chose to use this time, when many of us are excited
mention that the Tribe did beattheAtlantaBravesin about opening day, to remind us that even though
aspringtraininggame lastSunday,3-2 _. Whycouldn 't S)Xlrts do have a big influence on our lives and our
they have done that during game six of the World city, we must realize that we can't rely on theCleveSeries lastOctober?)The reality is that regardless of land Indians alone to be responsible for our city's
whether we are Cleveland Indians fans, we need to successes or failures, no matter how big a fan we are.
beawareofhowwecanusethecity'senthusiasmfor
This having been said, I can't resist ending by
baseball to help create civic pride in Cleveland.
saying "Go Tribe!" There, it's out of my system. Now
No one can deny that last season was a dream I can focus on more serious matters... hopefully.

Reflections on the future
I was a cocky freshman .
I knew what I wanted and how I was going to get
there. I was going to make a million dollars and win
a )Xlpularity contest. And, this small Jesuit college

me that we spend an awful lot of time fearing the
fw:ureand attemptingtorecreatethepast. I wonder
what the past has brought us the ruture can't bring
too, with a little determination.
lt's my last issue as
campus on the east side of Cleveland - - - - - - - - - - - - - •
editor of the CN; I can't
happened to be on the agenda to ... what?
resist the urge to reflect.
Four years later and I'm more conMelissa
[ used than ever. Plus everyone keeps
It's been a quick, unpreTllk
;. Editor·in·chief
dictableyearof upsand
asking me the standard seniorquestions.
downs. (And I know it
What do you plan to do with the rest of
!
sounds like a cliche.)
your life?
Pursue some degree of happiness.
I've been privileged to
work with a talented,
So, do you haveany regretsaoout your
COil'l'1lefltary
college experience~
dedicated staff. For
Not really, but give me a few years. · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - four years, l'vewatched
trends, student attiWould you choose]CU all overagai n?
tudes, concerns and crime on cam )JUS reflected in
I don't know,give me a few years.
the pages of the CN. I've seen the circulation of the
Would you be editoroftheCN all over again~
paper double as we've garnered a few national
In a heartbeat.
Oh,and that seniorgift, we can count on you nght? awards. But,insideand outside of theCN,J'veworked
hard for four years, and just where has that gotten
In your dreams.
So. how do you know when you're making the me?
College really is great- to be able to work for
nghtdecision. whether it 'sspaghetri ford inner, which
college to attend or where to look for a job. Maybe it three months and return to a life of parues, occajust takes a few years, or a hfenme, to appreciate how sional classes and ... junior high led to high school
those decisions shape our lives. We're all into that and high school led to a way out of the house. I've
instant gratification thing that just can't happen all been through enough graduations in my life, but
what am I graduating to this time?
the time.
Here's my question: What do I do now?
MaybeJCUwasa mistake forme, but more likely
I accept the challenge.
I'll a)Jpreciate my expenence over time. It occurs to

•
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If Washington did not have so many
bones of contention with Beijing, the mat
terof secret transfers to Iran of materials for
making chemical wea)XlnS would be getting plenty of public attention. U.S. intelligence has been uacking the transfers for
several years. They include equipment to
rurn ish ready-to-go factories for what is
known to be the largest and most determined chemical wea)XlnS program in the
Third World.
The poor 111an's weapon of mass destruction, chemical armaments are cheap to acquire, easy to hide, a better battlefield tool
than biologicals and great for terror. The
sense that they are a quaint relic of World
War Ishould have longsince been dispelled
by last year's wbway attacks in Tokyo and
discoveries of what Saddam Hussein was
up to. Iraq had bombs and missiles with
chemicalwarheads ready for launch in the
gulf war and has been doing its damnedest
to hold on to them ever si nee.
Because of dithering by the administra tion in its first year and by the Senate for the
last two, the only counter Wash ington has
is quiet diplomacy. The issue has to take its
place in the queue with Taiwan, nuclear
transfers ro Pakistan, human rights problems, Tibet and )Jiracyof intellectual property.
If, instead, the Chemical Weapons Convention negotiated by the Reagan and Bush
administrations had been ratified by the
United States a yearorthreeago,asitshould
have been,ouroptions today would be quite

Opponents have focused on the fact that
different.
In that case, the transfers would no verification will not be airtight. This is true
longer be just one more issue on an over- but misses the relevant point: It will be a
burdened bilateral agenda. If the treaty vast improvementoverwhat is )XJSSible now.
were in force and China had ratified it (like Global definition of allowed and banned
the United States, It has signed the agree- activities, highlighting of the most dangerment), the transfers would be, as they are ous substances (no moreaccidemal ex)Xlrts
not today, illegal and subject to interna- bycompaniesthatchoose not to know about
their customers' intentions), sharing of mtional sancuons.
Had Iran ratified (it too has signed), any formation and, above all, on-site challenge
inspections will
facility in the country
make covert prowould be open to challenge inspections. The poor man's weapon
grams more difficult and costly
Were Tehran among
the few not to have ratiForof mass destruction... a eignSenate
fied, it would have adRelations
vertised its intention to
Committee
violate the global ban better battlefield tool
Chairman jesse
Helms, R-N.C.,
onproduction,transfer, than blolodicals and
would delay ratistockpiling and use of
b'
fication
at least
chemical weapons.
&.
t
lfitsoundsasifrati- great .or error.
until after diffification would have
culties in dealing
been a clear plus for U.S. security, that's the with the Russians under an existing bilatidea. This is as close to a no-brainer as a eral agreement are resolved . The reasoning
complex international arms-control agree- is not just fallacious but self -defeating: It
plays directly into the hands of those in
ment can get.
The United States has already unilater- Russ ~a who do not want chemical weapons
ally renounced these weapons: The agree- control.
ment would make that global. It requires
If the United States wants Russia to get
the destruction of existing stockpiles, re- off the dime on destroying its tons of chemimoving a potential source for terrorists and cal weapons, whose abysmal security prorenegade states of tens of thousands of tons. tection makes them a plum ripe for terrorist
It cracks down on the dangerous "dual use" diversion, the way to do it is through a global
chemicals, those that have potential mili- commitment Russia has already agreed to.
tary as well as commercial uses, and after If there is to be backsliding, make it be
three years bans trade in them with non- against a forma 1obligation to I60 countries,
members.
not one.

Battling the ·culture of death•

Si nee arguments against the treaty on
secunty grounds have little support,
Helms's staff tsout trymg togm up opposition m the chemiCal industry. So far there
have been no takers.
The treaty's enforcement will burden
chemical producers, but tts provisions were
drafted with the industry'sadvtce and now
enjoy irs support Chemical Manufacturers
Association counsel Michael Walls calls 1t
"galling" to have cmics suggest that they
are looking out for the mdustry's interests.
"Our industry _.can speak fort tself (h) fully
and unequtvocally supports ratification."
After more than a year of stalemate,
Helms is under a unanimousconsent agreement to move the treaty out of hiscommtttee by the end of April. Sen. Bob Dole has
said he will allow a floor vote, but by then
only four months will be left in the session
and a crowded legislative agenda.
If the United States falls to act, two outcomes are possible. The treaty could secure
the necessary ratifications without the
United States, in wh tch case our chem1cal
industry would be cnppled by provisions
intended to punish the likes of Syna and
Libya.
Alternanvely, international support for
what is universally seen as an Americanpushed agreement could unravel , perhaps
accelerated by unpredictable )Xllittcal developments in Russ1a or China
Drafted to bipartisan U.S.speciflcations,
the chemical weapons treaty ts a substantial bulwark agamst a deadly and rising
threat. It has been taken for granted form uch
too long already.
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•Views/ Letters to the editor

Cardinal Roger Mahony

and concern for the value of human life in
Special to the Los Angeles Times
this country.
All of us who have been striving to proTwo aspects make the decision most
tect human life are still shocked over the alarming: its reliance on Roe vs. Wade and
decision by tl,c 9th U.S Circuit Court of Doe vs. Bolton, the two 1973SupremeCourt
Appeals, which held by an 8-3 vote that a decisions le alizi
ab nio , and
state of Washington statute banning as- irs granting to others, such as family or
sisted suicide violates the due process clause friends the authority to end a life without
of the 14th Amendment "insofar as(it) pro- the individual's involvement in that decihibits physicians£ rom prescribing life-end- sion.
ing medication for use by terminally ill,
Linking this decision with earlier decicompetent adults who wish to hasten their sions legalizing abortion, the 9th Circuit
own deaths."
Court states: "The legalization of abortion
The I973 Supreme Court abortion deci- has not undermined our commitment to
sions started the nation down the "slippery life generally; nor, as some predicted, has it
slope" toward endangering human life at led to widespread infanticide. Similarly,
every stage of development. The angle and there is no reason to believe that legalizing
rate of descent have increased over the years assisted suicide will lead to the horrific
as courts dismantle protections for God's consequences its opponents suggest."
gift of life. In fact, there is no more slope left.
Pardon me? Our commitment as a naWe have now hit rock bottom in our care tion to life generally has not been undermined since the I973 abortion decisions?
Even those decisions had some limitaThe Carroll News
tions and protections built into them. But
MelluaA. Tllk
their interpretation has expanded and
Editor·Jn.{hef
abortion now has become the birth control
James Q. Aurlcchlo
Managng Editor
of choice for many of the 1.3 million unJon K•ae
Mary Ann Fl-ry, VSC
born children exterminated year after year.
Mlclleel Zlcc•rdl
P<Msor
Our commitment to life has eroded. We
Sports
AI., Stephenson, PIIJ).
Krloten Sc....,ldler
Rlotograpny Advisor
have created the "culture of death" in our
ChrhtiM DrHch
countrywherebyno human hfeissafefrom
Opinion
Kelly-•
JameaGrent
Mvertisllg Manager
being destroyed for a whole host of "reaJeff Knelle
Chrlotlna Hynea
sons." The abortion mentality has had a
Graphics
Cherie Skocren
Ste11y Zeler
News
devastating, negative effect on our people.
Den Rlcll
Ghw Gl,.,rdol
The current push among abortionists to
MllttSIJoe Wllolley
Rlotogtaj11y
nt News & 8.Jsiness
legalize late-term abortions is but one more
Lit WhitSherry Lucchetti
Copy
TomO'K-Itr
explicit example of this downward eroJohna.telo
Marte Trlvision.
S.. Stro.nlcler
FeatlJ"es
Karen Obrzut
I'Jie~
The second aspect of the appellate court
..... AIIIIy
JoePinM!Ia
decision is even more troubling. This court
Sam SUblty
Etian~
Ad Representatives
Entertalrment
states with our hesitation:"(A)decisionof a
duly ap)Xlinted surrogate decision-maker
The Carroll News is publiShed weekly during each
is for all legal purJXlseS the decision of the
semester by the students of Join Carroll Ll'l!ve<slty.
)Jatient himself." That means that a paOpinions expressed W1 theed•torialsand cartoons are
thOse of The Carroll News editorial board and do not
tient, even while comatose, may be killed
necessarily reflect the opinions of the JCU aaninis·
through euthanasia even though that per!ration. faculty, or students. Signed mate<ial and comics are solely the view of the author.
son has not been consulted and the person
Home subscriptions of the CN are available by con·
has no role or rights in such a decision.
tact1ng the CNoff~ee. Offlce[11one runbers are 216I believe, in sharp contrast to the 9th
397·4479, 216·397-1711 and 216-3974398. Fax/
Data 216·391-1729.
Circuit Court, that indeed, those "horrific
consequences" will be swift in coming. It is
The carroll News is proWced on Apple Macintosh®
computersusingAIO.Js Pagemaker'",AIO.Js Freeh<rod"'.
a very short path from "voluntary" euthaliewlett Packard Oeskscan"', Microsoft8 Word.
nasia to involuntary euthanasia.
QuarkXpress®.
Let uscontinueourfocus UJXln prayer as
rhe Carroll News is printed on 70% recycled paper.
the finest way to overcome the anti-life evil
One copy of The CMroll News Is available to each
member of the .1oM C<!rrolllroiverslty COfmUlity at
that swirls about us, even from some of our
no cost. Additional copies arevakJed at Scents each.
courts .
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SU lnuaguratlon: From one good
year to another
The CN ts to be commended [or itS en
ous coverage of rhe March 19 SU Inauguration. However, the reference to my remarks
contains a misquote. Happily, I was speaking from a text and so am in a position to set
the record straight.
What I said was that John Cranley, as
president of the SU for two years running,
had been "an effective force for reform in a
very conservative institutional environment," continuing that he, and, by exten·
sion,theentirestudentgovernmentof which
he, was a part, had achieved so much by
"developling] a knack for consensus building, forgling] productive working relationships with diverse groups of students, adand
mmtstrators,
and
faculty"
"demonsrrat[ing] a capacity to see projects
through to completion."
It has been a )Jleasure and a privilege to
work with the SU over the past two years.
The executive boards,committees,and senators have worked hard, recognizing that
claiming rights begins with taking responsibility and accepting accountability. As
the new SU president, Doralice Tavolario,
and her colleagues chart their own course
for the coming year, they build on these productive habits and theconstructi ve relationships they entail with commitment, imagination, and style. It should be a good year.

Pamela A. Mason
Department of Political Science

SABB proposal too Important to
be forgotten
With all the recent debate over the University tenure process, it seems that discussion and debate concerning the SABB has
been replaced by more "pressing" issues. SU
class elections and the generous donation
from John and Mary Boler have taken the
SABB proposal out of the limelight. I would
encourage students to prevent this from
happening.
The passage of the SABB proposal will
have a tremendous effect on all students
involved with campus clubs and organizations. It is of prime importance that we

make our unified student voice known to
our representatives and administrators.
Only through the creation of a SU body of
representative com rised o[ the res
tive campus organizations can we ensure a
truly representative system by which to
determine funding.
While the current process is effective in
certain areas of developing budgets, only a
system which directly includes the voice of
club members will allow for the creation of
budgets that accurately reflect the needs of
the student )Xlpulation. A process that
would stop short of enfranchising campus
organizations will stifle student voice and
limit our rights.
l would encourage students to become
more informed with the parts of the SABB
proposal, specifically the House of Representatives. Additionally, 1 would encourage students to express their feelings about
the House of Representatives toSUofficials
as well as Fr. Salmi.
It is my contention that the im)Xlrtance
of the SABB proposal lies in its commitment to include more students in the budget making process. Entrusting this task
solely to a review board or specific administrator is essentially undemocratic and a
restriction of student voice. In sum, a SABB
proposal without a provision for a student
body house of representatives should be
seen as unacceptable.
Barry MacEntee
Class of 1998

The Carroll News welcomes letters
to the editor. as it is our Wil) of
knowing what you like or d1slike
about the CN. the campu'> or life in
general . We require that letters be
suhrn1tted b] llOOtl Monday. in the
CN office. to be eligible for
ptlblicat•on. Letters can also be
submitted
v1<1
c·mail
to
CNLETTERS JC><lX<l jcu e!lu.
Letter~ woll be .~cceptect ilfter noon
on Monda\ onh il there IS ildditional
space dvitii;JI;Ie. We reserve the
right to edit l ettl'r~ f c>t clarity or
space cons•deration,.,. Letter" rnust
be signed <H1Cf accomllilnie!l b) your
phone number.
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•Views/Editorial

OPINION

The Carroll News, March 28, 1996

Cleveland Public Schools are going ... going ...

The Carroll News, March 28, 1996

A truly 'rnajor'
problem
By looking at the calendar (or getting a yellow
reminder card in one's mailbox), one realizes that the
time is now upon most of us to begin filling out our
APR's in preparation for Falll996course registration.
(By the way, have you picked up your registration book
yet?) Glancing through the course lists of many departments, it becomes glaringly apparent that some of the
lists are very short in length. And no, the printer did not
switch to a smaller font.
The fact is that many departments are not offering
nearly as many elective courses as they have in the past,
and while this is the effect of several different causes, a
major factor is the Freshman Seminar program, mandated by the new core. Professors (numbering 40 in all)
have been pulled from their respective departments left
and right in order to teach a section of this seminar.
Question: Should upper-class students looking for
interesting (and much needed) courses to fill their major
requirements and prepare them for their life's work
suffer because of the Freshman Seminar?
The answer: No. But unfortunately, this will happen
unless something is done about it, and soon. Departments
such as Communications, Education, History and Political Science all have noticeably shorter course lists when
compared to Spring '96 registration books.
The department that has seen perhaps the most
drastic cutbacks in course offerings for next semester
(and that will serve as our case study) is Political Science.
And, students are noticing ... and doing something about
it. The reasons for the cutbacks are many, ranging anywhere from the budget to a decline in Political Science
majors over the past few years. That number of majors is
on th rise this ear however which th number of
course selections should reflect, but do not. And the main
reason behind all of this is a lack of professors to teach
the courses. And just why is there this lack of professors~
Certainly not because the Political Science department is
lacking qualified educators, but rather because their time
to teach upper level courses has been reduced because
three of the department's faculty will each be teaching a
section of the Freshman Seminar.
The Freshman Seminar, in and of itself, may bean
excellent idea and program that will enhance the education of incoming freshmen. It is recognized that the
professors chosen to teach seminar were selected from a
diverse number of departments to further benefit the
program, and perhaps their own teaching opportunities;
but, something needs to be done about the external
impacts this seminar is having on many of the major
departments. If a few more professors need to be brought
in,1et's encourage the schoo1 to hire them.
let the Political Science department (and students)
be an example. Last week, many Political Science students were outraged, and created somewhat of a stir
among the professors and chair of the department The
result? There is already some talk of a course being added
in time for next semester. While nothing is guaranteed,
this only further proves that students do have a voice,
and that when that voice is heard, things can happen.
So, don't sit back and complain only to your peers
about the lack of courses being offered in your major for
next fall. Speak up, and let someone know how you feelthat's the only way things will ever change.

HITS & misses
HIT: The Grounds Crew digging a path for
all those who find it necessary to walk in
between Sutowski and the O'Malley Center.
m I s s(e d): Karaoke in the cafeteria Saturday night... what happened to it? m I s s: Far
too many people running unopposed for class
offices. HIT: Bertolt Brecht's play, The Good
Woman of Setzuan. (Hint Check it out this
Friday or Saturday in Kulas.)

jg96

Baseball and books: We can be fans of both
Lessthanoneweek.Only four days, in fact. FOUR season. But not just because the TribewonlOOgames
DAYS! Okay, that is really soon. Sooner than even I ina shortened season, or made it to the World Series.
had realized. Now,you'reprobablythinkingtoyour- What stands out even more is the way people all
self right now, "Self, what on earth is this girl talking over were united by this baseball dream team and
about?Fourdaysuntil what?" Well,whiletheremay season. Cleveland has, as a city, made a comeback
be a few of you out there who know exactly what I from the disintegrating metropolis it had the repuam talking about, I recognize tha t most of you prob- tationofbeingduring the 1970sand much of the 80s.
ably have no idea. You see, in just four days, on Part of that is due to the way Clevelanders, and the
Monday, April!, the Cleveland Indians have their rest of the country, turned out in support of the
baseball team from the old "mistake on the lake."
home opener for the 1996 baseball season.
Now, you may be wondering, is this a topic that is
But,thisisold news, that has been heard before, in
really worthy of a commentary? Well, in fact, this is great abundance last fall , and throughout the wina topic that has become ------~~~=~~~~ ter. Now, with spring finally on its
worthy of commenting
way, it is time to take a new look at
upon. l chose to comment
Kristen
the situation. Cleveland is a city
on this topic because as
Sdlleldler
withitsreputationontherise,panly
Opinion Editor
because of baseball (even nonanyone who knows me can
sports fans cannot deny the influvouch for, [am one of the
biggest Cleveland Indians
encesportshave inoursociety). But,
fans that can be found. But,
Cleveland still has a long way togo.
l.know that not everyone
Commentary
Afewweeksago,theClevelandCity
shares my passion for this,
Schools all but forma lly fell apart.
and so, instead of driving
MostClevelandersarestilloutraged
everyone nuts for the ne)(t few months, lam going to that City Council is willing to spend more money on
get out all of my enthusiasm for the upcoming sea- building a new stadium than on the schools. And,
son right now ... hopefully.
the point of this commentary is that , even l, one of
This commentary is really about how the Cleve- the biggest Cleveland Indi ans fans, recognizes that
land Indians and baseball affect our lives and our we mustfirst and foremost be Cleveland fans ... fans
city, not about any sports stats and scores. So, non- of the city, and its future, which lies in education. l
sports fans, stay with me here... (Although I must chose to use this time, when many of us are excited
mention that the Tribe did beat the Atlanta Braves in about opening day, to remind us that even though
aspringtraininggamelastSunday,3-2._ Whycouldn't sports do have a big influence on our hves and our
they have done that during game six of the World city, we must rea lize that we can't rely on theCleveSeries last October?) The reality is that regardless of land Indians alone to be responsible for our city's
whether we are Cleveland Indians fans, we need to successes or failures, no matter how big a fan we are.
beawareofhowwecanusethecity'senthusiasmfor
This having been said, l can't resist ending by
baseball to help create civic pride in Cleveland.
saying "Go Tribe!" There, it's out of my system. Now
No one can deny that last season was a dream I can focus on more serious matters ... hopefully.

Reflections on the future
I was a cocky freshman .
me that we spend an awful lot of time fearing the
l knew what I wanted and how I was going to get fwure and attempting to recreate the past. I wonder
there. I was going to make a million dollars and win what the past has brought us the future can't bring
a popularity contest. And, this small Jesuit college too, with a little determination.
campus on the east side of Cleveland - - - - - - - - - - - - - •
It's my last issue as
editor of the CN; 1 can't
happened to be on the agenda to ... what?
Four years later and I'm more conMelissa
resist the urge to reflect.
fused than ever. Plus everyone keeps
Tllk
lt's beenaquick, unpreasking me the standard senior questions.
Editor·in-dlief
dictable year of ups and
What do you plan to do withtherestof
downs. (And I know it
yourlife?
sounds like a cliche.)
Pursue some degree of happiness.
I've been privileged to
So, doyouhaveany regretsaooutyour
work with a talented,
college experience?
Conmentary
dedicated staff. For
fouryears,l'vewatched
Not really, but give me a few years.
WouldyouchoosejCUalloveragain?
trends, student atti1don't know, give me a few years.
tudes, concerns and crime on campus reflected in
Would you be editor of the CN a II over agai n7
the pages of the CN. I've seen the circulation of the
In a heartbeat.
paper double as we've garnered a few national
Oh,and that seniorgift, we can count on you right? awards. But,insideandoutsideoftheCN,J'veworked
In your dreams.
hard for four years, and just where has that gotten
So, how do you know when you're making the me?
rightdecJsion,whetherit'sspaghettifordinner,which
College really is great- to be able to work for
college to attend or where to look for a job. Maybe it three months and return to a life of parties, occajust takes a few years, ora lifetime, to appreciate how sional classes and ... junior high led to high school
those deCtsions shape our hves. We're all into that and high school led to a way out of the house. I've
instant gratification thing that just can't happen all been through enough graduations in my life, but
the time.
what am l graduating to this time?
MaybeJCUwasa mistakeforme, but more likely
Here's my question: What do I do now?
I'll appreciate my experience over time. It occurs to
I accept the challenge.
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Still living in the shadow of chen~ical warfare
Jessica Mathews

'--- - = - - - - - --

Special to The Washington Post

gone.

OPINION

----~----------------------------------------------------------------------~

If Washington did not have so many
bones of contention with Beijing, the matter of secret transfers to Iran of materials for
making chemical weapons would be getting plenty of public attentiOn. U.S. intelli gence has been tracking the transfers for
several years. They include equipment to
furnish ready-to-go facrones for what is
known to be th e largest and most determined chemical weapons program in the
T hird World.
The poor ma n's weapon of massdestruc tion, chemical armaments are cheap to acquire, easy lO hide, a better battlefield tool
than biologicals and great for terror. The
sense that .t hey are a quaint relic of World
War Ishould have longsince been dispelled
by las t year's ou bway attacks in Tokyo and
discoveries of what Saddam Hussein was
up to. Iraq had bombs and missiles with
chemicalwarheads ready for launch in the
gulf war and has been doing its damnedest
to hold on to them ever since.
Because of dithering by the administration in its firs t year and by the Senate forthe
last two, the only counter Washington has
is quiet diplomacy The issue has to take its
place in the queue with Taiwan, nuclear
transfers to Pakistan, human rights problems, Tibet and piracy of intellectual property.
If, instead, the Chemical Weapons Convention negotiated by the Reagan and Bush
administrations had been ratified by the
United States a year or three ago, as it should
have been,ouroptions today would be quite

different.
In that case, the transfers would no
longer be JUSt one more issue on an overburdened bilateral agenda. I[ the treaty
were in force and China had ratified it (like
the United States, it has signed the agreement), the transfers would be, as they are
not today, illegal and subject to international sanctions.
Had Iran raufied (it too has signed), any
facility in the country
would be open to challenge inspections.
Were Tehran among
the few not w have ratified, it would have advertised its intention to
violate the global ban

The poor man's weapon
of mass destruction...a
better battlefield tool
than blolod/ca/s and

onproduction,transfer,
stockpiling and use of
chemical weapons.
6
If it soundsasif ratification would have
been a clear plus for U.S. security, that's the
idea. This is as close to a no-brainer as a
comple)( international arms-control agreement can get.
The United States has already un ilate rally renounced these weapons: The agreement would make that global. It requires
the destruction of e)(isting stockpiles, removing a potential sourcefor terrorists and
renegade states of tens of thousands of tons.
It cracks down on the dangerous "dual use"
chemicals, those that have potential military as well- as commercial uses, and after
three years bans trade in them with nonmembers.

great tOr terror.

Battling the ·culture of death•
cardinal Roger Mahony
Special to the Los Angeles Times

All of us who have been striving to protect human life are still shocked over the
decision by tk 9th U.S Circuit Court of
Appeals, whi h held by an 8-J vote thata
state of Washington statute banning assisted suicide violates the due process clause
of the 14th Amendment "insofar as(it) prohibits physicians from prescribing life-ending medication for use by terminally ill,
competent adults who wish to hasten their
own deaths."
The 1973 Supreme Court abortion decisions started the nation down the "slippery
slope" toward endangering human life at
every stage of development. The angle and
rate of descent have increased overt he years
as courts dismantle protections for God's
gift of life. In fact, there is no more slope left.
We have now hit rock bottom in our care
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Opponents have focused on the fact that
verification will not be a might. This is true
but misses the relevant pomt: It will be a
vast improvemen toverwhat is possible now.
Global definitiOn of allowed and banned
activities, highlighting of the most dangerous substances (no more accidental e)(ports
bycompaniesthatchoose nottoknowabout
their customers' mtentions), shanng of information and, above all, on-site challenge
mspections will
make covert programs more dif
ficult and costly.
Senate Foreign Relations
Committee
Chairman Jesse
Helms , R-N .C.,
would delay rat ib'
fication at least
until after difficulties in dealing
with the Russians under an e)(isting bilateral agreeme nt are resolved . The reasomng
is not just fallacious but self -defeating: It
plays directly into the hands of those in
Russia who do not want chemical weapons
control.
If the United States wants Russia to get
off the dime on destroying its tons of chemical weapons, whose abysmal security protection makes them a pl urn ripe for terrorist
diversion, the way to do it is through a global
commitment Russia has already agreed to.
If there is to be backsliding, make it be
against a formal obligation to l60 countries,
not one.

and concern for the value of human life in
this country.
Two aspects make the decision most
alarming: its reliance on Roe vs. Wade and
Doe vs. Bolton, the two 1973SupremeCourt
deCISIOns l lizing most.. abortions, and
its granting to others, such as family or
friends the authority to end a life without
the individual's involvement in that decision.
Linking this decision with earlier decisions legalizing abortion, the 9th Circuit
Court states: "The legalization of abortion
has not undermined our commitment to
life generally; nor, as some predicted, has it
led to widespread infanticide. Similarly,
there is no reason to believe that legalizing
assisted suicide will lead to the horrific
consequences its opponents suggest."
Pardon me? Our commitment as a nation to life generally has not been undermined since the 1973 abortion decisions?
Even those decisions had some limitations and protections built into them. But
their interpretation has e)(panded and
abortion now has become the birth control
of choice for many of the 1.3 million unborn c hildren exterminated year after year.
Our commitment to life has eroded. We
have created the "culture of death" in our
countrywherebyno human lifeissafefrom
being destroyed for a whole host of "reasons." The abortion mentality has had a
devasta ting, negative effect on our people.
The current push among abortionists to
legalize late-term abortions is but one more
explicit e)(ample of this downward erosion.
The second aspect of theappellatecourt
decision is even more troubling.This court
states without hesi ration: "(A) decision of a
duly appointed surrogate decision-maker
is for all legal purposes the decision of the
patient himself." That means that a patient, even while comatose, may be killed
through euthanasia even though that person has not been consulted and the person
has no role or rights in such a decision.
I believe, in sharp contrast to the 9th
Circuit Court, that indeed, those "horrific
consequences" will be swift in coming. It is
a very short path from "voluntary• euthanasia to involuntary euthanasia.
Let uscontinueourfocus upon prayer as
the finest way to overcome the anti-life evil
that swirls about us,evenfromsomeof our
courts.

Since arguments against the treaty on
secunty grounds have little support,
Helms's staff is out trying tog1n upoppos•tion in the chemrcal tndustry. So far there
have been no takers.
The treaty's enforcement will burden
chemica I producers, but its provisions were
drafted with theindustry'sadviceand now
enjoy its support. Chemical Manufacturers
Association counsel Michael Walls calls it
"galhng" to have critics suggest that they
are looking out for the industry's interests.
"Our industry _.can speak for itself. Cit) fully
and unequivocally supports ratification."
After more than a year of sta lema te,
Helms is under a unanimousconsentagreement to move the treaty out of his committee by the end of April Sen. Bob Dole has
said he will allow a floor vote, but by then
on! y four months will be left in the session
and a crowded legislative agenda
If the Uni ted States fails to act, two outcomes are possible. The treaty could secure
the neces ary ratifications wnhout the
United States, in which case our chem1cal
mdustry would be crippled by provisions
intended to punish the ltkes of Syria and
Libya
Alternatively, international support for
what IS universally seen as an Americanpushed agreement could unravel, perhaps
accelerated by unpredictable political developments in Russia or China.
Drafted to bipartisan U.S. specifications,
the chemica l weapons treaty IS a substantial bulwark again t a deadly and rising
threat. It has been taken for granted for much
too long already.

•Views/ Letters to the editor
SU lnuaguratlon: From one good
year to another
The CN IS to be commended [or its en r
ous coverage of the March 19 SU Inauguration . However, the reference to my remarks
contains a misquote. Happily, [was speaking from a text and so am in a position to set
the record straight.
What I said was that John Cranley, as
president of the SU for two years running,
had been "an effective force for reform in a
very conservative inscitutional environment," continuing that he, and, by extension,theentirestudentgovernmentof which
he was a part, had achieved so much by
"develop(ing] a knack for consensus building, forg[ing] productive working relationships with diverse groups of students, administrators,
and
faculty"
and
"demonstrat[ing] a capacity to see projects
through to completion."
It has been a pleasure and a privilege to
work with the SU over the past two years.
The executive boards,commi ttees,a nd senators have worked hard, recognizing that
claiming rights begins with taking responsibility and accepting accountability. As
the new SU president, Doralice Tavolario,
and her colleagues chart their own course
for the coming year, they build 011 these prod uctive habits and theconstructive relationships they entail with commitment, imagination, and style. It should be a good year.

Pamela A. Mason
Department of Political Science

SABB proposal too Important to
be forgotten
With all the recent debate over the University tenure process, it seems that discussion and debate concerning the SABB has
been replaced by more"pressing" issues. SU
class elections and the generous donation
from John and Mary Boler have taken the
SABB proposal out of the limelight. l would
encourage students to prevent this from
happening.
The passage of the SABB proposal will
have a tremendous effect on all students
involved with campus clubs and organizations. It is of prime importance that we

make our unified student voice known to
ou r representatives and admtnistrators.
Only through the creation of a SU lxxly of
c rcscnta uv com rlscd o\ the res
tive campus organizations can we ensure a
truly representative system by which to
determine funding.
While the current process 1s effective in
certain areas of developing budgets, only a
system which direct! y includes the voice of
club members will allow fort he creation of
budgets that accurately reflect the needs of
the student population. A process that
would stop short of enfranch ising cam pus
organizations will stifle student voice and
limit our rights.
l would encourage student5 to become
more informed with the parts of the SABB
proposal specifically the House of Representatives. Additionally, l would encourage students to express their feelings about
the HouseofRepresentati ves toSU officials
as well as Fr. Salmi.
It is my contention that the importance
of the SABB proposal lies in its commitment to include more students in the budget making process. Entrusting this task
solely to a review board or specific administrator is essentially undemocratic and a
restriction of student voice. In sum, a SABB
proposal without a provision for a student
body house of representatives should be
seen as unacceptable.
Barry MacEntee
Class of 1998

The Carto/1 Ne~>s welcomes letters
to the editor. as it is our w;~y of
kr10wing wh.1t you like or dt,like
abotJt t11e C/11. the c;~mpus or life rn
general. We require that letter" be
submrtted IJy noon Monday. in the
CN office. to be eligible for
publrcation. Letters can also be
subm<ttecl
vra
e-m;~il
to
CNLETTERS JC>ilXa.jcu cdu.
Letters wtllhc <Jcceptecl after noon
on Monda, onl1 if there is addrtional
space a>arlahlc. We reserve the
right to edit lette.- for clarity or
space consideratiorl~ Letters 111USt
be signed ;-tn<l ;-tccompaniecl by vour
phone number
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Part Time: Drive woman
to doctor appointments
and help with errands.
Flexible hours. Call 2958774

The Carroll News, March 28, 1996

•
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pendable but no experience needed. Serious inquires only please. 5902500.
Sales Rep Wanted: Sales
rep wanted for "Bad Frog"
merchandise. Their merchandise is sweeping the
country. Ground Floor opportunity. Call Bob at
831-8345 in the evening.

s

Good hourly wage. Carre- documents by request.
quired, must be a non- Qualifications: Must have
High School Diploma and
smoker. 991-2567.
be literate in Microsoft
Cantina del Rio Wants Word, 60-70 wpm, APA
You! If you have a friendly, style. 485-6911
up beat personality and
want to work in a fun, SailBoat For Sale: 16',
fast -paced environment..
Then we're the place for
n2
you!! We offer varying
ACIIOSS
1 Throw
schedules, full and part
5~
10---.gor
time, meal discounts and
boodng
,. , _ 1lle klt1y
much, much more!! All po1 5 -....
1&a...nd'llob
sitions available: Serv17 Hcnecdor
ers, bartenders, kitchen.
11 flall20 Fopo
host/hostess', service
22611ra
23RI1*'
assistants. Apply in per:!A~
25 _ . . _ .
son at: Cantina del Rio
77
211 Mr. Ptolbln
1541 Golden Gate Plaza,
32 Ruddpll_
33-?
Mayfield Hts.
34 -CNfl(

Seeking: Corporation
looking for a summer intern (full-time), in Employee communications
and public affairs, rate of
pay min. $7 I tir. for more
info contact: Therese
JOB AVAILABLE: NANNY
Miachak, 646-3080.
WANTED for third grade
Lifeguards
Wanted: girl just minutes from JCU.
Notre Dame College. MUST have reliable transPays Big Bucks. Call portation. Hours 7:00 Hollie: 381-1680 ext. 8:30a.m. and 3:00-7:00
p.m. with some additional
305
hours for running errands
Paid Marketing Intern- at your convenience.
ship: Represent Eastpak, Good pay, nice people Help Needed: Afternoon
a backpack manufacturer, Possibly for summer em- help is needed with inin Detroit this summer. ployment also. Call Vince fants and toddlers for a
Local interviews during Gennaro 963-5520 days. Day Care Center on BlueMarch/ April. After March
stone and Belvoir. Please
1: 617-292-8929, fax: Seeking Experienced Sit- call 382-1802.
617-292-8928. Fax Re- ter: Baby-sitter needed
sumes. Must have own for a 2.5 year old boy. Wanted: A good loving
transportation.
Tuesday and Thursdays owner for a 5-year-old La8:50 a.m. - 2:15 p.m. In brador. In good health,
Landscape Help: Enjoy Shaker home near school. and good with children.
the outdoors? Need help Need car and references. Needs lots of love. Call
with spring clean ups. 595-1352.
Amanda at 333-5624.
Possible full-time position available. Hours flex- HOUSEKEEPER: Baby-sit- Use your home computer
ible. Hard working and de- ter wanted, 5 hours/day. for extra cash typing

OT
A LIMB

"Havi

Apollo Boat with trailer. 2
Sails. Capacity 2-4
adults. $1500 obo 216343-4870
Gurple .. Hope you have a
happy birthday and make
sure you shuffle.
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Another John Carroll University
Student Success Story ...
Part-Time Jobs Leading To Full-Time Careers

AtBN~
MARKETING
SYSTEMS

Outward account representatives contact potential MBNA Customers
to offer custom-designed credit cards. "I'll admit ...! had some questions
Call today for more information
about telemarketing at first, ... 1 began to see just what MBNA had to offer
or visit our office to complete an application
me upon graduation." MBNA offers stable part-time positions that fit your
class schedules. MBNA provides outstanding
opportunities for personal and professional growth.
MBNA Marketing Systems, Inc.
"Since working at !v!BNA I haue gailled invaluable
25900 Science Park Drive
work experience and advanced several times"
Beachwood, Ohio 44122
MBNA has hired more than 35 JCU graduates and
call : (216) 595 - 4315
part-time representatives into full-time career positions.
"I am in a great position to grow with them because I took
* Minimum of 16 hours a week
advantage of the opportunities a.vailable through the part-time * Day and evening shifts available
telemarketing position. Upon graduation in May, I plan to
* $7.00 an hour plus monthly incentives
go full-time and work my way into a management position."
($9. 70 average rate of pay)

